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Two against one, Two shorter fighters (Pat Johnson, top, Anthony Grant MIiier, .bottom) 
combine forces Lo tuke 011 one large combatant (Michael Maag) in Rog(leS Gallel'y by 
On Edge Productions. Fight Direction by Dale A. Girard1 photo provided by Dale A. Girard. 
f;DITORIALLY 
5'PEAKING 
. 
~he reader will find the Fall/Winter edition of The Fight Master to be a 
( hands on issue for the fight director, teacher and actor/combatant. Writers 
share their personal experiences on board ship, in the stunt business, in 
applying fencing techniques to staged combat, and in selecting the proper gun 
for a production. Two writers take an historical look at what actually happens 
on the battlefield. This edition also introduces a new column by J. T. Marlowe 
entitled "To the Point" which will feature short interviews. 
The editors are looking at an emphasis on women and staged combat for 
the Spring/Summer issue of The Fight Master. Articles for the Spring/Summer 
issue will be accepted until November 1st. The editorial staff welcomes articles 
on all topics related to staged combat including histo1y, teaching, fight direction, 
techniques, weaponry and reviews at anytime and encourages early submissions. 
It has really been an exhilarating experience to put together The Fight 
Master for the Society of American Fight Directors and the staff is looking for-
ward to future challenges. 
•• .__.,Linda Carlyle McCollum 
PHOTO 
CALL 
~he Fight Master i~ curre?tly seeking active ~hotos portraying w_orne~ involved 
\, m stage combat for ltS Spnng/Surnmer 1999 issue. Black and white prmts, color V slides, high quality color prints no smaller than 5x7 will be accepted. All 
photos should include the performers' names and roles if fewer than five arc pictured, 
photographer, play, playwright, fight director, theatre company, and year it was performed. 
Also include addl'esses to return prints/sfidcs. Without this information, pictures 
cannot be used, Cover shots should be a high quality, color, 8x10 prints or color slides 
with strong vertical orientations. Covers should be shot as close up as possible (full 
bodies need not be visible). 
The deadline for graphic material in the Spring/Summer issue is November 15, for 
the Fall/Winter issue it is July 15. Futurc submissions are accepted at any limc. Send all 
prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an envelope clearly labeled, 
"Photos--Do Not Bend" to 
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer• 1240C Hamilton Court• Cary, NC 27511 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at (919) 388-8945 or email me at 
JARJoncs@aol.com. 
Again, exciting photos are encouraged from all levels of SAFD membership. 
• ..__.,Jeff A.R. Jones 
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DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
Actor Combatant 
The actrr/combatant is an tndivid-
ual who has received basic training 
in three to $lx weap.ons forms and 
passed a proficicncy skills te;st. The; 
actor/ combat;i,p.t certificate explre.s 
three yeats fr.01n the date of issue, 
but i~ i;enew11.bJe wr9µgh a re0 test~ 
ing process. The actor/combatant 
certifiPtte signtfie,~ SAFD tCGogni~ 
tion of thJs indi<Vidt,tal as a safe, 
compeient pei;foupe,r. 
T~acher 
Fight Director 
The fight director is an individual 
who has compl.1eted all require-
ments of an acto,r/coinbatant and a 
certified tcacher. Beyond this, he 
or she must h.ive a strong back-
ground in flfl;ht choreography. 
Fight dii,:ectol'&. are endorsed by the 
5AFD to teach, .coach, ari.d choreo• 
graph fights professio.nally, 
A cenifkd teacher of stage combat 
is ,in individual who has first passccl 
the actoi:/ combatant proficiency 
sktlli, te.st and, in addltio.111 h~d 
extensive ,edu,eational trainl1~g an,d 
pa~ed SAFD tc;,5ts lo teaching 
techniques, historical styles, 
weap.ons theory and · p.rac.tke, and 
stage chore.ography, , The SAFP 
endorseli cexdfied teachers to tclach 
stage combat, 
Founded in 1977, the Society of American Fight 
Directors is a non-profit organization of theatre pro-
fessionals, academicians, friends, and supporters, all 
of whom share a common intercst in thc art of stage 
violence. The SAFD stands for the vety highest stan-
dard in effective and safe theatrical fighting. 
College of Figltt Ma.stei;s 
Fight m.asrer is ;in honorary title 
bestowed ftorn within the organiza-
tion on indlvtduals who have· a 
l!trong ptofession;iJ backgr:omJ.d a,A~ 
provide continuing Sl,l.pport t9 the 
lliAF'D. Fight .;1,1m,t~rs a.re endorsed 
by the SA.FD as top profess:ione.ls ln 
the field of stage cornbat. 
1-800-659-6579 
Call the SAFD Hot Line 
For stage combat assistance, 
workshop information, 
and general questions. 
Call 9 am 
to S pm 
Eastern Standard 
Time 
Visit the SAFD Website at 
www .safd.org 
Updated guides to upcoming 
regional, national, and inter-
national events; 
-- '. ... :: ___ ..... , 
Directory and email links to 
Regional Representatives, 
Certified Teachers, Bight 
Directors, Fight Masters, and "'-~~ 
Member Representatives; 
Membership information; 
Links to otl1er stage 
combat sites; 
Mcrchandisc; 
and more! 
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1999NSCW 
STAFF APPLICATIONS 
Deadline for Teaching Assistants and Journeypeople for the 1999 National 
Stage Combat Workshops at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, July 12-
30, 1999 is January 30, 1999. 
All Certified Teachers in good standing (i.e. paid up dues) are eligible to 
apply for Teaching Assistant positions by sending a Letter of Intent to the 
NSCW Coordinator. 
All Actor/Combatants m good standing are eligible to apply for 
Journeyperson positions. 
To apply, send the following to the NSCW Coordinator: 
1) Letter of Intent 
2) A copy of a valid certificate, acknowledging that one has passed the 
Skills Proficiency 1cst 
3) Picture and Acting Resume 
4) Stage Combat Resume 
5) One Letter of Recommendation 
Include name, address, phone number, and email address in all correspondence. 
Send all materials to 
Michael G. Chin 
SAFD/NSCW Coordinator 
531 Main St. Ape. 807 
Roosevelt Island, NY 10044 
CONTRIBUTORS 
J, Davlcl Rritnmer is a Certifred Teaclior in the SAfD 
nnd is one of the Regional Reps for New York City. 
Brimmet teaches at NYU and is a mernber oi'Fights4. 
Terry Brown, a ruarti.l art, instructor an<l frcc-lanLc 
journalist, is the author of Pnglish Martial Arts. He hos 
worked as consultant martial ans adviset to London 
Weekend 1elcdsion's World o/'Sports. 
Brian Byrnes is a Pight Ditccto1 ancl C,·rtifinl 
Teacher at the University of Houston, reachitlg 
Movement a11d Stage Combat. He has s1aged hlrn-
drcds of fights for New York theatres, Regional the-
atres, and Slukespcare Festivals, 
Neil Fishman, CPA is certified as an A<,,or/ Combatant. 
Fishman is also a memher of SAG, APTRA. and AEA. 
He has l>een in practice as an accountant since 1989, 
and is a shareholder in the firm of Fishman Associates 
CPAs, PC. J:lishman mav be reached at his e-mail 
address: fishcpa.@ix.netco~.com. 
Dale Anthony Girard is an award-winning fight di rec-
tor whose work has been fr:iture,I in prorcssional thc-
att·es and opera ho.use.s as well as in several feat11re tiltns. 
H,: is the author of the '>tagc corn I lat manual, At'tors On 
Guard and is presently stage combat insauctor for the 
Yale Scl]()ol ,,1· Drama. 
Richard Gn1Jkowsld i, an honorary member of the 
SAPD being one of its founding members. He is a regular 
conuibutor to The Fight .Masrer and is the secretary/tre-a-
surcr of the Unitccl States Fencing Coaches Association. 
Arthur /\f. Jolly lus been working in the film indus1 ry 
in New York for te11 years. l lis stunt• have been seen 
on Sein_J:-ld, l'he Cosb)' Mys,,ries, and Bad.fire. I le ,us 
the stunt coordinator for Stevrn Iluscemi's Trees 
Lounge, Nadja, llBO's Stag and the upcoming Six 
W~1•.r to Sundrty. 
Bruce J_ccurc is the mnvemcnt specialist in the acting 
conservatory frogram at the University of Miami. He 
has puhiishc( other article-, on thealre movement in 
Stage Directions, Teaching ThMtre, Southern Theatre, and 
the A'n1fE Ncwsl(!ter. 
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J. r Marlowe is an L. A. director who divides time 
between dewloping a new play and 1sreparing to di,·cct 
a film awardecl a Kodak Filmmakers Grant. 
!Ucha,·d Pallaziol, a director and lecturer on period style, 
is d1e owner of thl· California b,1sc:d cutnp,my, \Veapons 
of Choice which is a rental company that supplies swords 
an<l guns for theatres. l'.1lla1iol m..y be reached in care of 
Weapons of Choke at ('fO''J) 226-284~. 
Rohert J1. Scranto11 is a Profossional Pcnc;ing Master, an 
SA!<D Member and current President ot the United 
Sules fendng Coaches 1\ssociation. A fenc(_T since 
1964, he has ta,1ght fencing a11d stage combat at sever-
al t:olkges at1d univc1sities for ~eventeen yea1s. I-Il' is 
currctttly Fencing Master of the Arkansas Fencers' Club 
and the Ark,msas Schou! for the 13lin<l. 
Raymond Smith, Ph.D., has been a fight diroctor and 
fencing teacher si11ce 19~2. Smith has freelanced as militmy 
coordinator fur such films as lop Gun, Hunt far Red Octobn; 
A Pew r:oocl Men. Co111age Tlndrr Fire, and Gl_{ttne. His 
dissertation on The ht of the Sword in the Late MidclleAges 
is :waibble through Univen,ity Micwrnm~ lnte1 national. 
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FROM THE 
. PRESIDENT 
Here I sit at the computer trying to figure out what to 
say in this, my last missive to you all as the President of the 
Society of American Fight Directors. Many various 
thoughts come to mind: so much business yet to do, so 
many wonderful differences yet to examine and discuss, so 
many inroads to make, so much great work ahead. All of 
these things are worthy subjects; but they all seem to signal 
some sott of end, some sort of I'm finished and that is the 
last thing I feel right now. 
Instead, what comes to mind first and foremost is my 
need to say thank you to each of you out there in the 
membership. Thank you for trusting me to do my job. 
Thank you for giving me a chance to have a vision. Thank 
you for not being afraid of change. for $ecing it as a pos-
itive step-not a slap in the face. Thank you for trusting 
all of the officers as we have stumbled and dusted off 
through each and ;;very month of our tenure. Thank you 
to those officers, for your tireless work and incredible tal-
ents, for your snpport. I am so very happy to have had a 
chance to work with each of these folks, to see them grow 
as artists, as leaders, as friends. 
Community and friendship is what I really want to 
talk about. Say what you want about this organization, the 
bottom line is that it is one heck of a group of folks from 
Friend to the Fight Master. If nothing else, there is a sup-
port system in place that will serve each of us in all aspects 
of our work and life. Use it, count on it, dive in and take 
part. That is what the SAFD is really for. 
Yes, we are committed to safety and aesthetics, ycswe are 
leaders in the industry in terms of standards and safety, all of 
those things are very, very important. However, the tribe, the 
community, the support group aspects arc what really counts. 
I hope each of you will work to make that aspect of the orga-
nization strongest of all. Let us put aside our differences or at 
the very least, agree to disagree. Let our egos go and let us not 
view all this stuff as some big com.petition. 
It is a play remember, they call it that for a reason. A 
colleague just told me a sweet saying from the Irish, "Never 
give a sword to a man that can't dance." I would expand 
that to say " ... to a person that 1,.;an't laugh." That is what I 
want to say to you all now and always. Thanks a million for 
all the support and above all, let us keep our sense of 
humor and try to have some fun! 
See you in the trenches, be well and fight safely! 
Peace, 
Drew Frachcr, President SAFD 
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Dueling Arts International & 
University of Nevada Las Vegas 
Present the 4th Annual 
WINTER WORKSHOP 
Instruction for All Levels of Experience In: 
Smallsword, Rapier & Dagger, Double Rapier, Sword & Cloak, 
Sword & Buckler, Sword & Shield, Broadsword, Quarterstaff, 
Unarmed Stage Combat, T'ai Chi, Akido & Theatre Games 
New Year's in Las Vegas! 
January 3 to 9, 1999 
Seven Full Days of Training (up to 8 hrs a day) & 
Seven Nights of Housing Provided for $525.00 
For More Information and/or To Register Call: 
(702) 895-3662 or (415) 703-7150 
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Yankee Ship in Pirate Waters by Frank Schoonover. Gift of Samuel 8. Bird, The Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell University 
For the past three years, I have had the good fortune to direct the fights for a rathet campy pirate show entitled Shipwrecked! that is performed in Boston, 
Massachusetts during the summer months and in Key West, Florida during the 
winter months. What makes this gig more challenging than most is that this show takes 
place on-board two very expensive sailboats and the actors are performing and sword-
fighting while the vessel is under sail for the day. I have found that this type of show is 
fraught with more problems to solve than the normal fight din:cting assignment. 
My challenge was to choreograph and direct two fights (one that occurs inland and 
the other at sea) using inexperienced combatants. The show would be performed on two 
different vessels in the Schooner Liberty tall ship fleet, the 80' Liberty and the 125' 
Liberty Clipper. As is too often the case, the rehearsal period was limited and these two 
vessels offered very different amounts of space in which to safely fight. Due to time con-
straints and inexperienced performers, I chose to choreograph one fight that could be 
performed on either ship, rather than create a different fight for each vessel. While the 
choreography itself was practically identical on both vessels, the blocking of the fight 
changed considerably due to the space available on the respective ship, thus giving the 
same fight a very different experience for the audience, cast, and crew. 
THE STAGE 
It is very important in any fight to carefully select the area on the set where one's actors 
will be fighting. But fighting on a sailboat is unlike any theatrical set one is likely to 
encounter. First, the fight director and the director must determine where one would 
like and where it is possible for the fight 
to take place on the deck. (Be sure to 
approve these decisions in detail with the 
captain and/or commodore.) It should be 
in plain view of the majority of the pas-
sengers (there are a great deal of visual 
obstade1i on a sailboat) but only occupy a 
limited amount of space on the deck. 
Since there is no room on-board a sailboat 
for a stage, the show itself will most likely 
travel amongst the passengers, as is the 
case with Shipwrecked!, so one must plan 
on staging the fight on sections of the 
deck which can be swiftly and safely 
cleared of passengers (by actors) prior to 
its beginning. I would suggest staging !he 
complete fight on either the port or star-
board side of the vessel. Then the fight 
can move from the bow to the stern while 
the passengers safely watch it unfold 
behind the imaginary line of the boom, 
which runs down the center line of the 
The Fight Master +-- Fall/Winter 1998 7 
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vessel. This will only require one to mov..: 
the audience members once. Be sure to 
have actors/characters who are not in the 
fight serve as audience protectors. This is a 
very important safety factor. These actors 
should know the fight very well and be 
positioned so that they can quickly 
restrain any over-enthused child or adult 
from entering the fighting area. 
SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
ON DECK 
The playing area or stage on a sailboat is 
full of dangers, fighting hazards and chal-
lenges. first, rigging is practically every-
where, Work with the captain anc.l the 
crew 011 compromises foi• tic-off and/01' 
storing positions for ropes which create 
hazards for the combatants. There is often 
ilexibility here. If not, one will need to 
rework that section of the fight. 
There are many ports, storage areas, 
cleats (wood or metal T-shaped units to 
which rigging is tied off) and ropes on the 
deck that combatants and audknn: can 
trip on. The fight director nc·cds to help 
the combatants become very familiar with 
every inch of the fighting area. They need 
to be very aware of their personal fighting 
space through each mom..:nt of the fight. 
They might need Lo contain their physical 
extension in some areas of the ship so as 
to not mah blade contact with many 
painted) but refrain from hitting any other piece of mewl. H..ust is a constant enemy on 
a \nter vessel. Crew members arc constantly sanding and painting. Chipping the paint 
will cause unneeded rust in a matter of hours and unneeded extra work in the mind of 
the crew. 
Since this fight takes place on a boat 
moving in th..: water, the deck can quicldy 
become wet which makes footing very haz-
ardous. Be sure to ask the captain to address 
this inevitable problem. I solved this by 
arranging to have a crew member assigned to 
quickly wipe down any area of the fighting 
space that may get sprayed prior to or du ting 
the fight. Another hazard to fighting on a 
moving vessel is excessive heeling (leaning) 
while under sail. This must be controlled at all 
costs. J\rrangements should b<.: made LO lower 
the sails and pull in the boom (if possible) 
prior to the beginning of the fight. This will 
help stabilize the vessel for the combatants. 
During the Shipwrecked/ fight, the sails have 
been lowered and the vessel is c1uictly operating 
under motor power without the audience 
noticing that they were no longer sailing. 
As with any outdoor performance, weather 
can change very rapidly and be very dangerous, 
11 th l d 1 The more cramped stage or playing space on especia y ,vi actors 101 ing crude y designed the deck of the Liberty 
lightning rods! If the weather changes and/or 
the seas become rough, do not perform the fight. Make sure to choreograph a plan D, in 
consultation with the director, for this likely occurrence. A simple lashing of words could 
talu: the place of the fight in this situation. The captain should make the decision to cancel 
the flght, in consultation with the flght captain, prior to the fight's beginning, and bu able 
to accntately and unobtrusively communicate this change to the comhat:mts while the 
show is ln prog-ress. 
SAFETY AND TECHNIQUE ADJUSTMENT 
To make fighting on a commercial sailing vessel as safe as possible, it was 
necessarv to take certain liberties with established fighting technique. Here 
arc a few adjustments that worked well. 
Since the lifeline is positioned around the perimeter of the vessel at 
or abmtl waist height, targeting to the low lines is often very difficult. 
Nevertheless, due to tht' cr:,mped conditions on most sailboats, fighting 
along t!1e lifeline might also prove to be the safest and most available fighting 
area. While a sword blow to the lifeline will not likely damag-e it, a combatant 
getting hung up in the lifeline during a phrase can be quite dangerous and 
destroy the flow of the phrase. I found that by construcling my choreog-
raphy to take full advantage of cuts/thrusts to the head and shoulders 
helped this problem. But, since it would be unwise to limit the attacks to 
only these three areas, I also chose to adjust the targeting of my low line 
cuts. I raised my low-line targets to the hip socket (thus making low line 
cuts pos~iblc), while fighting alongside the lifeline, without making contact 
with it. (In essence, I used a high parry 1 or 2.) 
Balance during this single weapon cutlass fight, or any fight for that 
matter, is especially critical when the surface one is fighting on is moving. 
parts of a sail-
boat, especial-
1 y anything 
that is wood. 
Nothing will 
make the 
commodore/ 
captain get 
personally 
involved in 
one's work 
quicker than 
seeing a chunk 
of wood fly 
from some 
portion of his 
million dol-
lar vessel. If 
need be, 
make sure to 
discuss with 
the captain 
Playing space or stage on board the Clipper There is a strong need i<)r side-to-side balance (s~nce boats rock back and 
forth) when the general movemem of the fight 1s from front to back, or 
bow to stern. This forced me to wiclen out the fighting stance a, much as the space 
allowed. This little bit of extra width in the stance helped keep the actor balanced in 
case of a sudden shift of the boat on the water. 
and/or commodore which parts of the 
vessel can be safely struck by a blade and 
make sure the actors are clearly informed. 
I would suggest allowing blade contact 
with the lifeline only (which is ofte11 nor 
Maintaining proper distance can be another challenge while fighting in relatively 
small space, on a sailing vessel. Be aware not to over choreoguph how far the fight travels. 
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I found that using different levels, chore-
ographing phrases to fit specific areas and 
creating very precise beginning and ending 
points for phrases helped a1..:tor~ a great 
deal in maintaining proper distance. 
It would also he wise to avoid fighting 
next to or close to the rigging on most 
vessels. The crew needs access to the rigging 
at all times. Also, the space aroLtnd thl'. 
rigging is tighter than most aref\s on the 
deck and makes executing a cut, in par-
ticular, very difficult. I found it useful to 
employ thrusts or to work my phrases 
on either ~ide of the rigging, clearing the 
rigging during the transitions hetween 
each phrase. 
SAFETY AND .SPECUL EFFECTS 
What is a swordfight on the high se;\s 
without a couple of special effects! While 
my actors were actors and not stunt pro-
fessionals, I was able to train them to 
perform a few simple rope swings that an: 
executed during the fight. One thing th,il 
;m individual has in abundance on a sciiling 
vessel are ropes to swing on. One can be 
certain that rope swings will make the 
captain very nervous. One needs to be 
sutc to discms this matter gen dy with 
him. Since the cf\ptain is responsible for 
the safety of all crew an<l pa~sengers, losing 
an actor into the water during a rope 
swing is the first image that will come 
into his rninll-a captain's nightmare! 
Carefully plan the rope swings according 
to the rigging availability on lhe vessel. 
Once one has convinced the captain to 
giv..: this a try, work with him on possible 
places on which to safely swing. This will 
vary from vessel to vessel). During 
Shipwrecked!, the evil twin brother begins 
::Me: c5cfzooner 
the fight by swinging down from the roof 
of the dog house ( the midship cabin on 
the Liberty Clipper that houses the 
kitchen) onto the deck below. Another 
ch,tracter swings out over the water to 
avoid an attack later in the fight; Both 
of these rope swings are visually very 
exciting but can prove very dangerous if 
not carefully planned and diligently 
rel1eatsed. Make sure to plan the trajec-
tory of the swing, 
the proper rig-
ging/ fulcrum 
placement, the 
proper· length of 
rope and the exe.-
cution of the take-
off/landing very 
carcfolly. When a 
phcement deci-
sion is made, let a 
crew member 
secure the rope. 
They are experts 
in knots, climhing 
and rigging. Cus-
tomize a device to 
keep the combat-
ant's hand from 
slippi11g on the 
rope during the swing. 
A huge knot or a large 
loop tied lO a specific place on the rope 
will help the combatant feel more 
secure. Work dosely with each 
combatant on the personal comfort 
design of this d.evice, Once this is 
done and on<.: can personally demon-
strate the safety of the swing to the cap-
tain while at dock, he should be willing 
to give it a try under sail. But, one must 
be prepared to cut the rope swing(s) if 
everyone involved is not very comfort-
able with its execution and safety. 
Also, be sure to allow plenty of 
rehearsal time for the execution of 
this stunt both at the dock and out on 
the water. An actor who feels confident 
swinging on land v.~ll need to regain his 
confidence when it coms:s to swinging 
while unde1· sail. Rope .swings require 
valuable rehearsal 
time but add a 
dynamic visual ele-
ment ro a fight on 
the high seas! 
THE ACTORS 
The fight direcwr 
needs to be aware 
that there is an 
additional section 
of the learning 
curve involv..:d in 
preparing the actors/ 
combatants for this 
type of show. 
Fighting on a sailing 
vessel is q uitc dif-
ferent than most 
environments and 
fighting on a moving 
object is also quite chal-
lenging. lt is very important not to 
overwhelrn the actors with too much 
information too soon. Inexper-
ienced combatants are already 
ove1whelmed by the amount 
of technique they have to 
absorb in a short amount of 
time. Adding the special 
demands of fighting on a sailing 
By det}nitlon, a schooner is ,a p1trtic1,1lat type of sailing vessel rhat hu 
a fomuast;and i rl).alntJ.last.(pos~ibl,y more) ii,$ W(;:ll a.-. havingfor<;;-<1-nd-
.afisails on all thdower masts, 
The.{;1yg.t129 ls sln,iply the .undry of roµ,;;s that c:;w1t\ol p1acrii;aJly cve,y, 
tT1ing qn a sailing VC$sd. 1'he boo;n is the horfzonnl struc;mte that is 
attached to .the mast and helps SU!ll\'Ql"t tho sails, rJgging;ew.1'hct J:.,at 
iulmply cl1e tloot of the ship, The piqrt-l~ a mlsed e119lo~ui:e op. tliw dc::cl< 
oF the vessel that .:a,1 be opened so that Tight and air can easily reach the 
room~ b~low deck. Thehafa.4 is an opening thrnu:gh whieh one 9ltn 
climb. below clecl{. The ~'tie ls the w!lls¥'"hi~ m.eral &ifocy- H1::i.e th11t 
fa requi.r<el! of all c.01no1eroicil sailin& vessels. l'hfa, line. hell:'s keel' the !:)a$• 
sengers from acdd.enrally fulling overboard, Anti perhaps most lmpor-
t;i!p.tlJ.li rh,e bathroom is referred, to 11s the head. 
IF irn'5t of these sallfog temts Just s.ailwi past, tl:te reader cat) see 
th.at in9rd.er t~ conimWlicace Q,ti a »ii,illrig v.:sselt a fight qire!;tol' .u,eeg.s 
to clo some homeworl< on sailin,g tcl'miilolo_w, Stag;c terminology no 
longer applies. In order to e(feetively eominu11kat.-e with the. vessc11s 
captain, ctew arid, the actprs, e11e .needs ~o lel,ltn a whole new lan-
guage, the lanim1gc of rhe sea. Herc arc some of the b11si9s whkh are 
vit11! t('l kn1'lW. ..· ·. 
1'he &on:td the y~ssel ;, e!).lle<l, d),!\j bo.q; ao.4 the: bi1,k Qf the V®'-
sel is c.ille.d th1: sA:m, Do not even atktnpt, tQt;uk to the captain ;r 
the ship and mention whether :i pan of thi: fight c9uld hn.ppen down• 
st~e w: upttage, O.ne migb.t g~ tl,rown overb®d! , 
The right ;;id1; of the v.:ssel is r<:fcm;d to as i;he s1ar(.i9ar/sicj.c and 
the left is. the porl side. The mas! t.~ rbe wood 01: met~! vertic11l struc~ 
tu.re that mpporn~ th,u~Us: si.od rigging. The fa.r!flliasi ls th<.l rn~i 
toward th1; bow an,d thcµz~iin,asf is ck>se1 t_o \lie c.cnte, of the v.csse;;J, 
JJe$~des the c,:hai11 of.:om111and of)he ~how1tsclf (1210.d11ce1:i dit~1,,,~ 
tor., stag¢ manag'lr, ett.J, the tight director tnutr also work very closely 
with the ~bain ofc1:onunand on~b()llrd,.,Pit.ec:ting a tlghton a commer-
cial sailing v1.;ssel giv(W n<.:.w rµeanu1g .lo t,l,.e-worcl. col/g/;o'nf..tiQ11~ 0~1e 
n1ust collaborate tlOt only with the show'i artlsti,c staff but, perhl'l]),$ 
moi·~ impPrtand~ with the ship's pers:Qnne.l •· · 
!7/4ti? Gorninocfo1v 
If a per~on hears this tide bandied abo.ut on~boaid, it is ltl.Q11t1ikely 
that b.e isJeferdng to the oymegof i;he v~sel.Lll~ th<; pwner of a t,heau-e, 
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too soon can 
make a com-
batant quickly 
short circuit. 
It is wise to 
carcfu lly 
bring the 
combatants 
along one step 
at a time. In 
preparing inexpe-
rienced combatants for Shipwrecked!, it 
was helpful to spend a good portion of the 
beginning of the rehearsal period teaching 
the technique of fighting with a cutlass on 
!and but outside so that they can. get used 
lO tl1e obstacle~ of wind and sun. While 
they an: learning basic technique, I save 
time by teaching actu:il phrases from the 
fight. I spend approximarely 75 percent of 
my rehearsal time achieving solid tech-
nique and gettiug the fights very dean on 
land. During the final pliase of the fight 
rehearsal period, l arrange with thE' captain 
for extended rehearsal time on-board the 
vessel(s). (One should be sure to plan this 
well in advance with the captain so that 
he/she can plan the ship's husiness around 
these rehearsals.) The learning curve 
heads back downward as the actors get 
comfortable transterring the fight to the 
unique environment of the boat. Of 
course, if one is blessed with experienced 
SAFD actor/ combatants in the cast, this 
transition to the vessel can often be made 
much quicker! Once the combatants are 
making, solid adjustments to their on-
board environment, it is time to 
focus on acting the fight. Once 
the acting moments art: working in 
solid conjunction with Lhe fighting 
technique, it ls time to arrange with the 
captain (in advance of course) to set sail 
and run a fight rehearsal out on the water. 
Allowing as much rehearsal time on the 
water as possible is a very important final 
step for a successful tight scene on the 
high seas. 
As in any fight, a vital member in 
this unique creative process is the fight 
captain. Insist on such a person! The 
fight captain is essential in any produc-
tion but even more so for a fight on-
boa1·d a sailing vessel. Besides strong 
fighting technique, this person 
should be very comfortable 
on-board :i sailing vessel and 
understand its components/ 
terminology. After the fight 
din:ctor i;; gone, the fight 
captain needs to constantly 
work in conjunction with thE' 
sailing vessel's captain to 
maintain on-board safety as 
well as retain Lhe integrity of 
the fight itself. I have also 
used the fight captain as a 
preparatory device prior to my 
arrival for the fight rehearsal 
period. The fight captain can 
get the combatants accus-
tomed to each vessel as well as 
start basic technique drills. 
This advanced work will make 
the transition to on-boarJ 
much smoother. 
I have certainly enjoyed 
solving the challenges that 
and planning has been the key to my 
success! Being flexible is also essential. 
One never knows when a Coa.st Guard 
inspection might take preccLlence over a 
rehearsal! John Masefield wmte in his 
book Sea Fcve,; " .... all T ask is a windy 
day with the white clouds flying, and the 
flung .spray and the blown spume, and 
the sea-gulls crying." John Mase11eld's 
wish for a perfect sailing day makes for a 
unique daily challenge for the fight 
director and the actor/combatants 
working on the high seas. All hands on 
deck! The challenges await! 
Shipwrecked! has given me Tha 1997 Shipwrecked! cast prepares for one of its last 
over the years. Preparation rehearsals on land. Photo provicled by Bruce Lecurc. 
thl~ pefaorl i§ verflm)'i0;:piht; .fb Pt11ve'<tq l'lJ11e'tG-0t<tter'§it1~ he h~i 
. JnD,~t(j{;j; hQ,Qd,;cds flt' tl,\OUW-1di#' qpt uwl!~s ~ dn:.Uarl!>in Jih,e v:ess~ 
· ~Rpxah'i' f~&l !ikl!l p~rmh iirld. Jhe wUl ,~e Ah~$!1£tfiip.1\~~ffl1gJ'e;rc~t 
4-1 ot\val14iibl~tittJ;t attd, effort.If 019,e n®d~ tom$:htng d.®<'.~P cliJ: y\je 
s~ at;~thii:caw,;iir:i,,,}I~~lltfleLCjatcJhe~vo~.to,~e.~~e,)\z; c'> onf will b~ fir)Jti~ 011, ~1'),1~ -0wn4+ will prvbl\WJI ,0,9t~e 4ll e;;,µeti 
enced 1ai19t lntt, mOre fh,,1,n li~ly, :i: 1:t1tfted bus1t);;_~~l1'l(\i"\' whq know~ 
Mthint abour the~te., :/Hewillbc mast:fow·es,~d IA l\111.ttCW!i. o$pct .. 
so,~,tl··a.,d pwp.;i·ty.Hal,,Wtyt)f ~±1eJ,as ;QGC~j()Q.JO ~efti9n4Jhi~.pe,,:0 
son, by all me.in$ do! H'cis a:tthe top ofthr ch,ifaof'coirima11d. 
Y.4e Qaµlai,i : .' :, •·• • .. ,,. . ,. ., _ , . The. captaui is th,e pct{lO!l incha1:se <if ew1yfacet ofthc ~hip Niel report~ 
to. th,;; eol;l.1ttl.o~tore/'rhiir pers~11 i~ yif{[l i;o di@ i,u¢ii!{:qs-i'if on.,'$ wotk He 
.. cau ma,ke 011e's.llfe ye1y '1,!ffigi.1k~r q~ltefl,lS¼•J3eitiend, h\:l'IJ., cajpl~l\111:1!\,\ 
buy him a six-pack of beef ( it is wdJk.nown that sailors like thdr J£'9'fji 
what(;vet it tal~ to get thitperson wodclng eomfurrnblyon one'k side. 
.. Retl}ern,bett th<; captain, Hk~y lsnowa a!i:)irt;le about ~h<iw business ~ 
everyone else knows ab,ntt 1J1attcrs l>f ths; se,ll O.wz rnust 1nal-.c QQ per~ 
manent tledsioris ort the ~taglng ind eholt'ogciphr of t'he t'!ght, rehriits<1Is 
ou,,board, and/or spedalefFeets with<;11J,t consultingthecaptain; Mak.¢ the 
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1,1,tln~pf ~1e farst;,£!1a\,asJbe .p.iptajn'~,.rlf!;i,( htitd u,ian.:iWfl,fthff ·t~ 
P:'l'SOtl .ls <maT~ oife111ale,thcy arc often rc1ponsibfofor the mcchan~ 
Jail operation l"lf fhe ve.ssoL If something bri;a.K8, lie'ftx(ili ir.''fhl$ pere 
SQ,11 w.iU 0fl;e11. be ,k,ing th(IWQ,tj{ th.it <;We Jttl(ll.!j\1$tS $£) l~(1l.Sl1J;e t~}ln:lll.t. 
aqd bcfricndly. . .· . · _ .· . -
· ....... , ··... . ' .·.7:· ""-
(7£' I"? 
.:._#/£!. ·!,,) e!lf {lJ ' - ·· .. · ' .. ' ' ' ' 
11ie 1.~w .ire Jhe i,;i:ou,l,l of pec111Je who carr_r 01,,. th1.; myiia~i supply pf 
job$ that ate abundant on ~ s:1Uifli ¥¢~~el. Sailfipars require constant 
rntt:inwiance and @r<f, csp11cia.Uy ~mmer,;;tli.l v:~s0l§, ThdrPpli.tftti~p 
w,;nihl be iJ,np,ossible without .a ha~Jw1.u:Ititli crew: The~1, pi.::9pl(; ww:k 
.. long hoqr~ foi· little pay. 'T'hey are in ~qv'(f\j;Ufoµs ~nd thrill-sc<:kirig 
lot If they are treatcclHlcqgold, thczy will retupa d:w same, 
l 
Fighting/or Life! 
Dedicated to preventing the spread o,f FilV/AlDS 
and the subsequent loss ofpre~ou~ live~, we ~1rive to: 
• Increa~e AIDS aware:riess arid education; 
• Promote compas.$ion forAIDS victims and their families; 
• Encourage fi.nanciij Sijpport of the vital programs funded by 
Broadway. C.nres/Equity Fights AIDS 
165 West46tll. St,HlSOO (212) 840-0770 (fax 0551) 
New York, NY 10036 ,,ww.bcefa.org 
a community outreach pn,gram of The Society of American Fight Directors 
Contributions to Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. 
A copy of the latest Financial Report and Registration for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS may be obtahied 
by contacting us at 165 West 46th St. - #1300, New York, NY 10036, (212) 840-0770 or by contacting your 
appropriate State agency. State registration does not imply endorsement. 
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REA 
by Terry Brown 
In the year 1315 a combat was recorded between 
thiny French and thirty 
English champions. One of 
the English contingent, 
named Billefort, fought with 
a lead maul (mallet) weigh-
ing twenty-five pounds, an 
astounding weight by any 
stretch of the imagination.1 
It is reasonably safe to 
assume that he would not 
have fought with a weapon 
that he was unable to handle 
with ease. Given this fact, 
can anyone explain why two 
knights fighting with two-
hand swords arc portrayed as 
struggling to lift their 
weapons in the air? Or why 
these same knights arc 
depicted as losing their bal-
A broadsword encounter demonstrating the one-hahded aspect of its use. Photo provided by Terry Brown from his book 
English Martial Arts, Anglo-Saxon Books, 1997. 
:mce, and, in fact, almost falling over every rime they swing their 
swords? Why ,vould anyone choose to fight with a weapon that 
thev could barely lift? If one knight could fight effectively with a 
twenty-five pound maul why should another knight struggle to 
lift and control a sword that, on average weighed less than a third 
of the weight of Billefort's chosen weapon?2 The answer would 
appear to be misleading research rcsomces and, perhaps, a will-
ingness to believe too readily the fanciful guesswork of a previous 
generation of historians. 
Similar evidence of misleading research is to be found in 
many film and television period productions. Quarterstaff fight 
scenes, for example, usually display not quarterstaffing but half-
staffing which, while a component of staff-fighting, was, from a 
martial viewpoint, the smaller part ofit.3 Another example is to see 
broadswords used largely as thrusting weapons.'1 Thrusting was a 
legitirnate tactic of medieval swordfighting but played a relatively 
minor role. One often sees fights involving the broadsword in 
which the protagonists use a two-hand grip throughout the com-
bat. This is misleading since medieval fighters were, generally 
speaking, as concerned about staying alive as they are today. 
Fighting with a two-hand grip only becomes feasible when using 
weapons that are longer than the broadsword. 
The two~hand sword (said to be Henry VIII's favorite 
weapon) was a fearsome weapon capable of incredible carnage. It 
wa., incredibly well balanced, maneuverable, and fast. Not as fast 
as a spear or quarterstaff, but certainly faster than depicted in 
most period dramas. Given two men of equal strength, it is a 
moot point whether it is slower or faster than a typical 
broadsword. In terms of blade movement, there is little to choose, 
because the extra power available as a result of using both hands 
12. The Fight Master--+- Fall/Winter 1998 
adcquately compensates for the extra weight. However, blade 
speed, while obviously crucial, is only part of the equation. Just as 
important in a contest between these two weapons (or between 
two men armed with two-handed swords) are the martial princi-
ples involved.5 Since there is not sufficient space to list and 
describc every principle, suffice it to say that both fighters will be 
striving to get the other man's measure. That is to say that the 
broadsword fighter wiU be striving to get inside (or around) his 
opponent's guards and the two-hand fighter will be determined to 
keep his opponent beyond the tip of his sword whereby he will be 
able to continually make him wide-spaccd.6 In the latter scenario 
the broadsword fighter has to take steps forward to get within 
range. This results in a loss of time thercby presenting his opponent 
with attacking opportunities. On the other hand, if he succeeds 
in closing his opponent down then the Lwo-handed swordsman 
will either be forced to retreat, thereby losing time, or be forced 
to defend at close-quarters when the length of his weapon will be 
disadvantageous to him. 
Moving on to quarterstaff depictions in period drama, it is 
not that halfstaffing is historically or martially wrong but that it 
is depicted being used in the wrong circumstances .. The typical 
fight scene, usually seen in Robin Hood film and television pro-
ductions, shows the staff being held with half its length between 
the hands, and the hands themselves equidistant from each of its 
ends: Thl:: staff being held with its length roughly parallel to the 
body (regardless of its angle). In halfstaffing both ends of the staff 
are used for defending and attacking. In quarterstaffing, the butt 
of the staff would normally only be employed when one of the 
fighters had succeeded in getting inside the other's guard. In such 
circumstances the staffman would slip from the quarterstaff grip 
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to that of the halfstaff. This, in effect, 
shortened the range of the weapon and 
enabled its user to use the butt to prevent 
an opponent with a shorter weapon from 
getting close enough to deliver a blow. 
Quarterstaffing is the method that 
was usually employed on the battlefield or 
in life and death sclf~defense situations. 
The reason for this is that, apart from 
sporting confrontations (stage-gladiator 
usage, for example), the staffman would 
invariably be contending against a differ-
ent weapon, e.g. sword, billhook, hal-
berd.? Quarterstaffing, therefore, required 
that the tip of the weapon be pointed 
directly at the opponent witl1 the butt held 
by the side with approximately a quarter 
of its length between the hands. This 
meant that with an eight or nine foot staff 
there would be: between five and six fret 
between the foremost hand of the user and 
the tip of his staf£ Add to this the distance 
between the tip of the staff and (in the 
engaging or en guarde position) the nearest 
part of the opponent's weapon and this 
distance increases to at least six or seven 
feet. Clearly, when facing such weapons as 
broadsword, two-hand sword, and hal-
berd, this was to be preferred to the half-
staff stance which placed both of the usds 
hands within reach of even the shortest of 
the aforementioned weapons. So, when 
one sees fight scenes showing a staff fight-
er using the halfstaff stance against sword 
or pole arms one know two things: Firstly, 
that the actor is being asked to fight in a 
way that is both martially and historically 
incorrect and secondly, that the fight 
director despite his best efforts, is the vic-
tim of erroneous information. 8 
The fight director has a difficult job 
in defining the style of fighting relevant 
to the period because there are no clearly 
matkcd starting and finishing points to 
the various stages of sword evolution. 
Moreover, some of the historical sources 
which at first seem to be authentic turn 
out to be, on closer examination, based 
(partially or entirely) on false premises. 
There are broadsword texts written by 
smallsword masters who had little 
knowledge of military broadsword meth-
ods and based broadsword usage on prin-
ciples applicable to the smallsword. To 
add further to the confusion, one must 
include in the equation the post-
Renaissance cut and thrust sword which 
was an attempt to marry the best of the 
broadsword with the best of the 
smallsword. Given this confusion what is 
the fight director to do? Accepting that 
good fight directors have a solid knowledge 
of weapon history, they will, obviously, 
choose the correct weapon for the period 
concerned. They must then call on their 
knowledge of fighting principles to 
depict its correct usage. For example, 
medieval sword fighters would not use a 
post-Renaissance grip more suited to the 
spadroon cut and thrust sword. This is 
not only a matter of weapon weight, it is 
a direct consequence of the type of 
attacks the medieval swordsman would 
be facing. Sword blows, let alone those 
from pole arms, delivered with full arm 
movement with the power of the body 
behind them cannot be successfully 
stopped using thumb aligned or fingering 
grips. Not only are the grips too weak for 
such work; but even if the user was not 
difficulties in such circumstances. 
The second point concerning the 
broadsword is the use of the two-hand 
grip. First of all one has to accept that 
prior to standing armies there was no such 
thing as a standard hilt/grip size, because 
there was no such thing as a standard 
sword. In terms of range, one starts with 
the typical Viking/ Anglo-Saxon sword 
with a small grip (only large enough to get 
one hand on) and works up through vari-
ous types, longer-handled broadswords, 
swords of war/bastard swords/hand-and-
a-half-swords right up to the genuine 
two-hander. Therl:: was nothing to say that 
the broadsword fighter could not use both 
hands if he so wished, although he usual-
ly did not. Nor was there anything to say 
that the bastard sword user always had to 
use both hands, although lie usually did. 
Quarterstaff stance, as opposed to halfstaff stance, allows for greater reach. Photo provided by Terry Brown 
from his book Engl/sh Martial Arts, Anglo-Saxon Books, 199 7. 
disarmed, he would be very liable to suf-
fer broken, dislocated, or severely 
strained digits. In other words, he would 
be signing his own death warrant. In 
order to resist such powerful blows, as 
well as deliver them, the medieval 
swordsman was forced to use the globular 
(full fist) grip. This had a direct bearing 
not only on the style of thrusting but 
also on the opportunities to do so,9 
Similarly, actors using the broadsword as 
a cut and thrust weapon (post 
Renaissance) implies that the weapon is 
held in a linear, horizontal line. This is 
wrong. It would be dangerous to hold the 
weapon in a linear, horizontal line against 
another broadsword, for all the previously 
stated reasons. Even more so against pole 
arms which have the ability to continually 
drive the swordsman into wide-spaced 
positions. Using the spadroon alignment 
would only compound the swordsman's 
Neither was there anything to stop the 
nvo~hand sword user from thrusting sin-
gle-handedly, although he usually did not. 
Note that throughout the previous three 
examples how often the word usual/,y has 
been used. This word ought to be always 
in the fight director's mind because what 
was usual for a warrior fighting for his life 
should, for the purposes of authenticity, 
always be usual for an actor pretending to 
be a warrior fighting for his life. Can one 
wonder, therefore, why one blanches 
when one sees whole fight scenes carried 
out with both actors using a two-hand 
grip on their broadswords? Why does one 
blanch? Because it was not usual for war-
riors to do this because it contravened the 
principles of true fighting as applicable to 
a short weapon such as the broadsword. 
When fighting with single 
broadsword, that is to say without an 
accompanying weapon such as shield or 
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dagger, the fighter endeavored to keep his 
body behind the protection of the sword. 
He could, all things being equal, defend 
his inside and outside without overly 
exposing his body. He kt:pt his space true. 
Now one should look at the broadsword 
fighter using the two-hand grip. ff he 
wards to his outside, his left arm will 
automatically pull his left side forward 
thus exposing it to attack. The same 
would happen to his right side if he wards 
to his inside. What he has done is make 
himself false spaced: A term that not only 
applies to weapon position but also to 
body position. This is because movement 
of the body automatically affects its rela-
tionship to the sword. ln other words, 
more of the body will be available as a 
target because it is no longer so well 
protected from attack. A good body 
position, therefore, aids defensive capa-
bility; whereas, a bad body position, 
such as the pulled stance of the two-
hand grip, detracts from it. 
For example, using the two-hand 
broadsword method has been described 
as a safety factor, in that, most actors 
being untrained are unable to wield this 
weapon safely at speed with one hand. 
Another factor is dramatic effect. The 
producer wants something spectacular 
and, not having any martial knowledge, 
demands that the fight director comes 
up with something that pleases his eye 
not the fight director's eye. Everyone 
gets tired of seeing broadsword fights 
terminated, even those that have used 
accurate methods up to the death 
scene, in a thrust wide of the body to 
the camera's blind side. 
This is not meant as a diabtribe 
against fight directors. One is aware that 
every profession has its good and bad 
elements. One also knows that the 
majority of fight directors are good, 
because one has· seen evidence of that on 
the screen. Secondly, one sees far more 
good fight scenes than bad. One may have 
watched the Highlander show on television 
quite a few times and enjoyed the fight 
scenes. Whenever a particular movement 
in this show looks slightlv below par, it is 
dear that it is not due to any lack of exper-
tise on the part of the fight director but, 
from a martial viewpoint, is due rather to 
the inexperience of the actor involved. 
The whole situation with the enter-
tainment fight industry has improved 
immeasurably over the years. From the 
somewhat stilted fist fights of bygone 
Westerns to the over-theatrical rapier 
fights with participants swinging from 
chandeliers, the whole scene has become 
far more realistic, and, in doing so, is at 
last beginning to reflect the true magnifi-
cence of our Western martial heritage. 
Interestingly enough it is the past that 
points to the future, If one wants the fight 
director's craft to continue its creditworthy 
efforts to present rt:a!istic fighting methods 
on our screens, then one has to look not 
so much at fight directors (given that they 
have genuint: scholarship of fighting 
systems) but to the actors who have to 
demonstrate the moves/techniques shown 
to them. At the moment it is something 
of a lottery. A fight director is given his 
pare of their curricula. Not just a seminar or 
occasional lesson but weekly, or better 
still, semi-weekly lessons over a two or 
three year period, culminating in actual 
gradings/tests. It should not be beyond 
their ingenuity to devise, with the help of 
authentic instructors, syllahi that include 
swords, pole arms and unarmed combat. 
This would mean that fight directors 
would then be working with actors who 
arc also competent martial artists. They 
would only have to memorize the 
sequences devised by the fight director 
rather than having to spend a couple of 
weeks being taught to handle the weapons 
first, which at best would only produce 
novice level participants. This would then 
free up the fight director to use 
authentic methods, including such 
basics as wielding a broadsword single-
handedly. In short, fight directors 
would then be able to utilize all of the 
knowledge at their disposal and audi-
ences would at last begin to see the 
whole range of martial arts skills that 
were historically used in battle. 
The Bastard Gardant, a one handed broadsword stance. 
Photo provided by Terry Brown from his hoof< English 
ft-!artial Arts, Anglo-Saxon Books, 199 7. 
Nonetheless, those about to enter 
the wonderful world of fight directing 
have a part to play. Like their seniors 
they must realize the importance of 
research but the research will only be of 
use if one fully understands the impor-
tance of the martial principles of the 
weapon or system that will be por-
trayed on screen. If one wishes to 
research period broadsword fighting, 
one must make sure to study texts writ-
ten by men who used and understood 
the weapon. For example, Angelo is 
not a good murce for effective military 
broadsword methods and McCarthy is 
not the best writer to go to if one is 
looking for authentic quarterstaff tech-
niques. If one is going to use Talhoffer, 
regarded by some fight directors and 
re-enactors almost as a bible, then one 
must be very aware that the manual is 
actually a collection of different works 
with only some of the techniques being 
authentic and effective. 
proteges to work with; if he is lucky, they 
will be given some time to teach them the 
basics before teaching them the fight 
scenes. Some of his charges will either 
have previous experience or something of 
an aptitude for martial arts which, com-
bined with the fight director's knowledge, 
will result in a superb fight scene. 
However, if this is not the case, the fight 
director will, despite his best efforts, end 
up with a less than expert depiction which 
will leave him hoping that nobody reads 
the credits too closely. 
One needs therefore to convince 
drama schools to include martial arts as 
Beginners must be aware also that 
sports fencing is not a good source for 
broadsword knowledge: Yes, even allow-
ing for sports sabre, it does have some 
relevance to smallsword fighting i11 that 
the latter, essentially, evolved from it. 
One needs also to be aware that re-
enactment society fighting methods are 
not always accurate representations of 
the original. Although, in fairness to re-
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cnactors, they have to be very conscious 
of the safety aspect involved when hun-
dreds of people are milling around staging 
mock battles. They therefore often modify 
or even totally change weapon usage 
from the original. 
However, at the end of the day one 
cannot beat researching period material 
oneself. Hands on practice of the meth-
ods contained in those sources is also 
essential if one is to understand the prin-
ciples involved. If one wants a good fight 
scene then one has to base it on authen-
tic methods. People of this day and age 
arc far too aware of martial arts to swal-
low the chandelier swinging sequence 
anymore. But the most important thing 
of all is that authenticity can be exciting. 
Just ask fans of The Seven Samurai or 
Enter the Dragon. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Sottrce: Militrt1y Autiqrdties,.1786~88 hy Frnnds Grose, 
2 Rased on weights !isled in W1al/an: Collection Arms rmd Armor c,tt~ 
11/og, Vol.11 ,veights vary from 5.14 lbs to 8.6 lbs, though one paitic-
ubrly larr;e one weighs 14.3 lbs. 
3 Ql!nrtcr~taff is not die only name by which this wrapon is knowu it 
variously being called balstaff, balkstaff,, tipstaff (when tipped whh 
metal), duh 
4 Tlw tc.:rm bro,1dswotd is of rdatively recell! origi11 see1ni11g tt, ,1ppear 
iii print only from tlie early 18th 1.cnlrny onwards. Howeve1, it is a 
convenient t,:rm [,_, Ltse ince i1 nic,,ly disttngulshes the heavier a11il 
wider medieval weapon from the lighter and nanower cut and tluust 
swords of a Lner ps-riod. 
5 Here are such tlii11gs ru uue Limes, f:tlse times, wide spaced, nnrru>\ 
spaced, the four grounds> the four governors. For more information 
about these sec my book .Hnglish Martial Arts. (1997) published by 
Anr,lo-Saxon Books, $45> ISBN 1-8987-81-18-1 whlch investigates 
the history of English fighting methods and contains over 200 photos 
illustratinr; techniques of sword, sword & da11ger, sword & buckler, 
billhook, quanersrafl-; and bare-fist fighting. 
6 To he wide spaced was to have one's weapon so far away from its cor-
r:ct dcfensh·e position that it would take l,10 Ion;~ to get it h:1.ck in 
time to stop an attack. A cwo han:d sword user ,;ould get.a hmadswo1d 
Ggl1tc1 widr spiced by1 for example, aiming a downrigl11 hie.,-.\· at his 
head to draw his ddense c1nd follow immediately with an atta.ck to his 
lower kgs. The distance (space) that the h1oadsl>'-',drd w,>uld have to 
tmvel to med the second attack would be trio wide to suc>..eessfulh-
block 1l1e attack The defender would there{,)re pl'-'l)abl,, have td jt1mP 
back to avoid ir. 
7 Stage glndiators were fighters who fouglil for money 011 th<: stage. 
Thi:y used a variety of weapons to cany OLlt thdr nadc. And, although 
their fighting methods were modified somi.:wh:u in rehuion Lo their 
bsuk:flel<l usar.;e, it w::is still c111 extr~mely risky sport resulting in seri-
ous injut-ie-s and deaths. 
8 For example, T.A. McCarthy's •Quarterstaff, 1883, ls mainly based 
011 halfstal11ng which in turn he treats mainly a~ a spun. Tbis is under-
standable since staff .fighting. by thac lime, no longer lrnd any milita1y 
value, lJnforttmatdy, there are those who take his rnethoJs to be thme 
of military quartersrnff fighting. They are not> so be warned. 
9 While it is possible lo chnist from virtually any ari.gle v1he11 er'nploy-
ing the globular b1ip, the mechanic, of the situatio11 meat1 chat tl1e 
rngle of the wrist in certain stances or blockitlg position~ we8ket1s the 
power of the thrnsc, Poi chis te,tson Lhrnstmg with the broadswot·d is 
br,~t reserved as a counter-attack, for rx,unple, following the use of 
true gardant ward, low inside or outside wards. Thrusting from other 
defensive positions is feasible but, as stated, weaker and usually enr;en-
ders an extra loss of time compared to the recommended countel'S, 
+-
The Use of the Invitation 
• 1n Stage Combat 
by Robert F. Scranton 
The invitation is an important part of the competitive foncing_lesson. The invitation can be defined in that context as "any movement of the defending blade or arm intended 
to tempt the opponent into an attack."1 This definition is sometimes expanded to 
include movement of the body and use of distance. In the lesson the invitation can be used 
as a simulation by the coach playing the role of the opponent. This intent can be purely 
technical, as when training beginners or it can be used in tactical simulation, with more 
advanced students. The master while making an invitation by opening a line too widely, 
closing or changing lines too slowly simulates a mistake. The invitation can also be used as 
a preparation for a second intemion or other higher ordered action, which the student is 
obliged to counter, either offensively or defensively, to make a successful attack. 
In staged comb;it the invitation can be used by an actor as a specialized cue to 
inform a partner that he is ready for that partner to perform the first offensive action in 
the rehearsed fight phrase. The invitation can be made with the blade, with the body or 
with voice (a sound used as an invitation). 
While, in the context of staged combat tl1e terms invitation and cue might be seen as 
synonymous; in fencing the term invitation refers to that action which draws the initial or 
first offensive action (the attack) in the foncing phrase. The fencing phrase can be 
described as ''an uninterrupted exchange of blade actions, ending either with a touch or 
with the fencers breaking off the action."2 The term invitation differs from the word cue 
which can refer to any action at any time which produces the proper reaction, intentional 
or not. An invitation is ;i specific kind of cue ·within the context of the fencing phrase. 
Essentially, the invitation triggers the phrase. On stage the audience would be unaware of 
the use of the invitation. In a real duel only one person would know the nature of the 
action used (a.nd if used successfully, the other person rnight pay for ignorance, which is 
not always hliss). On stage two actors in a dueling scene are following a carefully rehearsed 
series of choreogrnphed movements designed (if intended) to present a reproduction of 
reality. Imparting a specialized meaning to the word invitation aids in the actors' under-
standing of the nature of simulating a duel with any weapon, or even when unarmed, 
The invitation can be used as a cue for actions involving thrusting weapons, such as 
the smallsword, short sword, epee d'combat and tl1rusting actions with rapier, dagger or 
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sabre. The invitation can also be used as a cue for exclusively cut-
ting weapons, such as a hatchet. The emphasis here, for brevity's 
sake, is on the formeJ'. Systems of use can differ bctween cutting 
and thrusting weapons, but the fe11cing phrase can be used with 
any type of weapon (a.ud even fin.:arms on stage) as a way to clarify 
the sequence of action and so help to cn~ure safety in the phrase. 
In the context of fencing it can be said that there are five types 
of simple attach by thrust (i.e. offensive action performed in one 
measure of fencing time which continuously threatens the oppo-
nent's target with the point), Passing, again for brevily; argwuents 
that there are only three, (>r perhaps four types of simple attack In 
staged combat, a simple attack is a simulated offensive action (not a 
feint), in which the point appears to thrcateu the actor. Either sim-
ple 01· compound attacks {those involving feints) can be cued by 
invitation. In this context the term simple attack n:fers to the blade 
action and can he delivered standing still, on advance, on cross step, 
with side steps, fleche, on the run or even while retreating. There are 
several ways to cue each type of simple attack. The choice of which 
cue to use depends on the nature of the production and the resul-
tant choreography. Invitations for attacks start the fight phra,c but 
can be used at any stage of the phrase to set the actors' position in 
the fight, such as during a dramatic pause in the phrase. 
In all examples both actors ore right handed and on guard In the engagement of 6. The left aclor 
is always the attncker and the right actor is always the defender who cues the attack by invitation. 
The invital'ion for the straight thrust can be exec111"d b)' ope11in9 the lines, dtho down• 
ward ( as shown) or upward, (for low line attack) or by changing the guard position. The 
attocl< is cxeculcd b)· extmding the ,,rm ond oiming the ()Dini in the desired position. 
1. INVITATION BY OPENING THE LINE: 
THE STRAIGHT THRUST 
The straight thrust is the most basic of the simple attacks. From 
engagctnent (contact of blades) or Vi'ith absence of engagement 
in a given line (portions of space defined by the hand and blade, 
or in some systems the physical areas of the target), a straight 
thrust starts and ends in the same line of engagement and can 
be cued in a variety of ways. The simplest vvay tu invite is hy the 
use of distance. An actor invites an attack by advancing toward 
his partner to the appropriate distance needed for successful 
simulation. For example, from advance-lunge distance (stage 
distance, not fencing distance), the actor advances and is 
attacked by a straight thrust with lunge. The actor is either 
touched or parries, retreats or counter-attacks, depending on the 
choreography. In another example, from lunge distance the 
;ictor retreats and is attacked by a straight thrust with advance 
lunge. In the above cases, invitations are made by advance or 
retreat without a blade cue. Tnvirations made without the use of 
the blade are invitations by distance or invitations of the body. 
They are defined within the context of the fight choreography. 
The straight thrust is more commonly executed by invitation 
with the blade. The most basic invite is a lowering of me point 
from high to low or moving the arm ancl point laterally or diag-
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011ally. For example, from engagement of six, the actor invites 
the straight thrust by taking a low line guard; or, from engagement 
of six, the actor quits the engagement bv taking a guard of four. 
In born cases the movement of the blade invites (cues) the 
attacking actor to iniliatc his action, starting the phrase. 
fl ~ 
~-
The Invitation tor Lile disengC19e rnn be executed by pressure (shown) 01 by u distqnce cue 
or by changing fines, The blade of the attacker passes under the defender', blade and 
extends in another line . .'\ di,cngoye fro/JJ 6 to 4 is i/lwtroted 
2. INVITATION RY PRRSSUR.F.: 
TIIE DISENGAGE 
The disengage, a simple attack where the actor passes his blaLle 
from one high line under the partner's blade to another line, or 
from low line engagement over the partner's blade. The disengage 
can also be cued by footwork in the same manner as the straight 
thrust. The easie,t blade cue for the disengage is pressure. As an 
example, from engagl'.mcnt of six (high outside), the actor invites 
a disengage to four (high inside) by pmhing slightly on the partner's 
blade. The disengage can be cued by an attempt to beat the blade 
or by change of engagement, or by lateral movement of the blade 
to cue derobement. The partner t.hen executes the disengage. The 
disengage can also be cued hy the act of engagement itselt the 
invitation being the contact of blades. In absence of engagement 
(L'absence -de fer), an actor can invite the disengage by positioning 
the blade in space so as to facilitate the disengage. 
I'· 
~ 
The Invitation for the cut over can be executed by /owe ring the blade sl/ghlly (m shown) 
or by positioning, The attacker raises the point, passing it over the top of the defender's 
blude to lhe desired position of attock and extendinJ the arm. Cutover /rc,m 6 to 4 1s shown. 
3. INVlTAfION lW GLlDE; 
THF CUT OVER 
The cut over, or coupe, is a simple attack when the actor passes 
his blade from one high line over the partner's blade to another 
line, or from a low line engagement undet the partner's blade to 
anoth..:r line. The path of the blade in high line cut overs must be 
carefully rehearsed so that the blade does nor cross the path of the 
partner's face. A standard invitation for the cut over is, from 
engagement, the gliding of the tip downward relative to the 
partner's blade (from feeble to mid-blade or to forte). Another 
basic invite can be made by presenting the blade in a spatial 
position in which the cutovcr cm be readily executed. 
7 
The invitation (Of the counter disengage can be exaciJted hy a <.i 1ange of engagement ur cow 1ter parry 
·1he attack Is executed by a dlsenga9e in the same direction as the invitation. In the example he/ow, the 
defender invites by change of engagementfram 6 to 4, which is cou11tered byan attack in 6. 
4. INVITATION BY CHANGE OF ENGAGEMENT: 
THE COLJNfER DISENGAGE 
The counter disengage is a simple attack where th.: actor .:va<les 
the partner's attempt at a change-beat or change of engagement, 
moving hh blade in the same direction as the path of the partnrr's 
attempt at engagement. A change of engagement, a counter 
(circular) patty, or a change-beat are the most possible cues in the 
four lines, since the counter disengage by definition evades the 
circular acrio11 of the blade. The invitation simulates this action. 
The invitation for the counter cut-over can be e<ecuted by a chonge of engagement or 
change beat. In this example, the defender invites by attempting to contact the attacker's 
blade. The att11cker raisr, his /Jladc, evading the conta,t. thm lowers the blnde i11 line. In 
this example, tile attacker executes a :ounter cut over in 6. 
5. INV1TATlON BY COUNTER PARRY: 
. THE COUNTER- COUPE 
The counter-coupe is a simple attack where the actor evades the 
invitation made by change of engagement by raising the point, 
avoiding the intended blad<.: contact until thi.'. circular action 
causes the partner's hladc to pass, thus opening the line. The 
actor then attacks into the open line. Again, as with the counter-
disengagc, the counter-coupe depends on the prerequisite of an 
attempted change beat, change of engagement or a counter parry 
in ord<.:r for conditions to fit the choreographed action. 
PREPARATIONS OP THE BLADE 
In fencing, attacks on the blade, mch as the bind, envelopment, 
cruise, and beat ru1uire that the opponent's blade be in a certain 
position in order for these prise cle fer to be successful. 
ln the context of staged combat, actions which satisfy 
these requirements can be used as invitations. The following is 
a discussion of these preconditions. 
The actor's blade must be nearly parallel to the ground and 
the feeble (weak) muM be beyond the partner's guard and in con-
tact with it. The actor invites a bind, envflopment OJ' croise by 
placing his blade so that it makes the prise de fer possible. As an 
example an actor from engagement of six puts his blade on his 
partner's guard in six and the partner executes a bind from six to 
BASIC INVITATION BY BI,ADE 
'· §... .· . .. .., 
Op(;J'ling thG Lln<.1 ~ 
.Changln~ of Guard -~ 
'E.11gagewcnt ~. 
(for $Ualgh~ thru.st PV glide or opposition) 
Pressure 
'Position .of Blade 
Attempr to Ile.at UateF~ 
Ei,~gc.mcnt or attempt 
. to l"llg~ (latetal) 
Enga?<.1msnt, glid~ foebk mJort~ 
l'os1tton of Blade 
Low111foj thQ point 
Low chauge of gqard 
Change of Ei1gagaroc,nt 
A Cuculi,r (Co!.1n~1:r) J?arry; 
Change :Beat 
A Ci,:cull\t' (Co114t11,)1\arry 
S:naight Thniiit 
~aiifJt Th,ru~c 
Stra\i,ht Thr,1st 
I)iscngagc 
Disengage 
,Disengal,iiil 
Dlsq,gal;,~ 
Cul Ovq; ( (,qtfpi), 
Cm Over ( (;;,up!') 
C:u.1:0v11r (Couprf) 
Cu; Ov..: (C4ttf{ti) 
Counter Di.engage 
Counter .Qise,i~gage 
Counter Coup! 
.\4)unter QoupJ 
seven, which could be followed by an offensive action, a defensive 
action, or no action, depending on the choreography. A beat is 
invited by the partner's spatial placing of the blade. 
THE RHATIONSHTP BETWEEN 'l'HE INVITATION 
AND THE PIGHT PHRASE (PHRASE D'ARMES) 
Each action in a particular stage fight phrase in essence cues the 
action to come since the phrase is predetermined by choreography. 
The term i1111it,1tioJ1 implies rnoycmcnt (or sound) which is 
intended to set up an action at the beginning of the phrase or 
following a pause in the action (for effect or dialogue). The term 
cue implies that action which precedes anothe1· action at any 
point in the phrase. When cues arc nwnbcred, they are further 
defined. l\s an analogy, in speaking parts a dialogue begim at 
some point. That which cues the start of the dialogue is the invi-
tation, If the dialogue ended and one actor walked to another 
part of the stage to occupy a space which would signal for the 
start of a new dialogue by another actor, that walk would bs: anal-
ogous to preparation and the occupation of the space would be the 
invitation. 'lbe second actor's dialogue would be the attack. In a 
stage fight, the previous movement, sound or position cues each 
actor to follow the script of the choreogr<!phy. The invitation serves 
the purpose of being a specifkintentional action, the first action, 
that starts a phrase, prepares some important element in a phrase, 
or satisfies a precondition for an action while signaling for the 
action. Some may feel that it is not necessary to be over technical 
in this regard. The use of the term invitation can imply, however, 
a different meaning than the term cue, anLl understanding and 
utilizing this difference can be of assistance in the presentation of 
the fight by the actors an<l to the person responsible for the cre-
ation of the fight. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Uc Be,rnmoJH1 D, L. Fencing. Lmdon. En&lish liniversiLy Pre.,-', 197.t 
2 C.1rret1 ~1. Kai<lanov, E, and Pciza, C, Foil, Sab(JJ andl.:.'pee F,u1cing, l he P-:nnsylY,miaSW.[i.:. Uniycrsity Press, 1~i94, 
'-~ "F/11 
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By Raymond S1nith 
........... ight Director's qucsdo. ns: Wl:at does the i_ndividual do on th.e battlefield? Do~s The seek out an enemy, fight hun, and contmue to seek and fight opponents unttl 
his side wins or he is himself defoated1 Do men rush to the field on both sides, 
and break up into individual combats? In battle do they just consider and react to their 
immediate opponents or do thq also keep an eye out for what their comp:mions are doing? 
These questions are :mswerable and the answers are interesting to fight director, 
who want to give something more to their audiences than a mere scattering of individ~ 
ual duels. In fact there is a group psychology apparent even in untrained and undrilled 
men, even those not completely under the sway of their leaders. This dynamic can be.st 
be seen in today's world in the actions of mobs, rioters, and protesters. It is rare that all 
the members of a mob will actually charge the police, Yrho arc usually in we11-ordered 
lines under commanders. The rioters usually make up an amorphous mass, from which 
the bolder members rush forward to alm~st physical contact with the police, throw 
something; and then dart back into the safety of the mass, The police do nut move for-
warcl as individual fighters, but in an ordered line. The actions of the mob resemble 
fighters such as the Irish and Scottish kerns, and the police that of the heavv infantry of 
any period which fights as a formation and holds its line. 
An individual may go to medieval records and chroniclers for an enlightenment 
regarding warfare practice~," The ~alient fact is that groups of men engaging in close com-
bat with striking aml thrusting weapons apparently did not break up into individual duels. 
Their commanders wished to retain some control over them; before the battle the fight-
ing men were arranged in th<.: order which their commanders thought best. There might 
be a bettel' chance of winning if they could attack before their enemies had a chance to get 
into baLtle formation. Once in formation, it was considered dangerous to change the array 
since tl1c enemy might attack during the change and thus have the advancage and the vic-
tory. In order to keep some sembfance of order during the battle, the Earl of Oxford at the 
Battle of Bosworth ordered his men not to go more than ten feet from the standards. One 
~nows they carried standards but their importance in warfare can hardly be overempha-
sized. In order to recognize one another, mt:n often wore some son of identifying sign, 
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mark, or article of clothing. Many are 
described as wcari11g their lord's liveries. 
Defeat did not usually coml· became 
all or most of the men on one side were 
killed or knocked over. for the most part, 
defeat took place when one side perceived it 
wa., defeated, and either ran or began to 
withdraw from the field. Defeat was 
usuallv a psychological and not a physic:11 
happening. A group of retreating men with 
good armor who were not completely 
exhausted mu~c have had a good chance to 
get away without many casualties as long as 
they kept their faces to the enemv and did 
not lose their order. The winners would 
not be interested in getting killed at the last 
moment of a battle they had actually won. 
Several factors might cause defeat: 
Catching one's opponent trying to change 
their order of battle, as mentioned above; 
outnumbering the enemy at one particular 
place and time, even when fighting with 
equal numbers. Richard IT's men were 
finally put to flight by a fbnk att:1ck at 
Bosworth. Men seeing that their side was 
getting the worst of it might decide to fall 
back mther than to go forvvJ.rd, as J.t St . 
Alhan's. Finally, seei1Jg their leader killed 
might cause his followers to throw down 
their weapons and stop fighting, as at 
Bosworth. Seeing a disaster take place 
before thdr eyes would b<.: d<.:cisive for 
most of the members of a peasant force 
only gathered for this one occasion, many 
unwillingly, most unused to warfare, and 
having incomplete equipment, 
Given that they were arrayed in some 
formation by their leaders, the actions of 
individual men were of utmost impor-
tance in deciding battles. The professional 
fighters who were attached to lllOSt great 
lords were often considered to be rnai11 ly 
responsible for victories. Other men, 
pressed half-willingly were there, but the 
professional men did most of the fighting 
and tnany of the ordinary countrymen, 
perhaps not too keen on dying for their 
lords, fled. lt is not difficult to understand 
why they would be reluctant: Few could 
have had good armor, making them quite 
vulnerable to the omnipresent longbow, 
whereas the professional fighters and great 
lords wore plate which gave good, if not 
perfect, protection against arrows. 
Some details about individual com-
batant.'i might be useful to fight dir<.:ctors: 
I 
_--1.._ 
Edward IV at Barne( was said to have 
roamed wherever he wished, beating 
down all who opposed him, followed by 
his faithful men. Being sure that he was 
accompanied by his men, he did not enter 
the enemy ranks by liimsdf He led his 
men against the main strength of the 
enemy and broke it, The Duke of 
Somerset, Gghting to e.scape encirclement, 
struck down four men before he himself 
was killed. A stroJlg man named Andrew 
Trollope said, upon being offered 
knighthood, that he did not deserve it 
because he killed but fifo:en men. These 
in.en, he said, c\11 came to him, that is, he 
did not have to break into the enemy's 
ranks to get at them. So the actions of 
individuals, both as leaders, fighters, and 
objects of attack by opponents, could be 
decisive in inspiring their own ranks with 
courage, and their opponents with fear. 
These few examples offer some his-
torical conclusions: Men were expected to 
fight in the formations as ordered by lheir 
leaders, to make use of the cohesion 
offered by recognition of one another 
through liveriesand other methods, and to 
align themselves with the banner of their 
wwns, feudal lcadu or other commander. 
Professional fighting in.en, having better 
equipment and more experience, bore the 
brunt of the battle. Individual fighters of 
great prowess often took the actions which 
led to victory in specifrc locations, thJ.t is, 
around themselves, but it was the com-
manders who decided (or happened upon 
chances) to surprise the enemy before he 
was ready ro 
fight or took 
him in flank or 
brought superi-
or numbers to 
the decisive place 
on the battle-
fidd. Exct:p-
tional fighters 
might take on 
one enemy after 
another and 
successfully 
defrat many of 
them, but were 
always accom-
panied by their 
loyal followers. 
The term 
henchman is 
Falling back to the standard bearer, chaotic fighting ensues In this battle 
sequence from Henry VI at ihe Oregon Shakespeare Fest/vu/. Fight c/lrection by 
Christopher Villa, photo by Christopher Briscoe, 
suggestive here siI1ce a leader's followers 
would be just a little behind and to the 
right and left of a leading figure, literally in 
line with his hauncl1es, and thus protecting 
him from attack lroni the flanh and re,ir 
as he waded into the encmv. These 
henchmen would probahly follow their 
lord or captain quite bravely as long as he 
was on his feet and fighting but might 
possibly falter ifhc was struck down. The 
better of them would at least try to rescne 
him from the mclec if he were wounded. 
A beaten army can still save many of its 
members if they make a fighting retreat, 
but if they all throw away tl1eir weapons 
and run, thev can be struck down and 
killed in large. numbers. 
One would like to see a stage battle 
choreographed so that the two sides held 
their cohesion, and perhaps fought over 
the width of the stage and back before 
some great fighter of onc side ~ucccedcd 
in breaking the opposing rank, ·where-
upon the stage could then be covered 
with some individual combats. Not all 
the losers would fight to the end; some 
would jtist leave when their side had 
clearlv lost. A fe,y falleJl would be saved 
from underfoot by faithful followers. 
This idea seemed to work quite well at .a 
couple of the Paddy Crean Workshops 
in past years. One would also like to see 
the differC'tlt historical troops shown on 
the stage in their historical roles, the 
kerns as light infantry 
who threw javdins and 
then fought with sword 
and shield, the gallow-
glasses as mail-shirted 
axe men in deep ranks; 
and the pikemen and 
musketeer~ doing their 
hattlefield roles, Maybe 
some crossbowmen and 
some dismounted men-
J.t-arms, and some 
archers, and so on. 
· !'he ,:,.ampk, mrntio1H·\1 are ,ill fm1nd 
in J. R. Lande1 The 1ey,,, ef the 1/o,e, 
-.,xcep1 for that o!' Anthony Trollope 
which w:i.~ from Chnrles Ross' T/J,, Wars 
(j' the Roses. h·oisa,11 t's Chronidps toi.1 is 
veL):'. useful for batde details of the 
lhmd1-.:d Yea1.s Wai. Chruuicle:. like rhi..::;e 
do belp stage fighters because rhesc wnrs 
wt:re taust!y hmglu by n.1i.;;a on f..i0f1 n.nd. 
ming (I varic_ory of two~ha.ml wenpons. 
liveried men do battle in_ bot~ gmup and individual figh_ts in the stylized Richard 3 at the University of Alaska Anchorage. Battle 
choreogrophy hy /(1t Davlm; direction and concept by Michael Hood. Photo courtesy Michael Hood. 
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1' 11~~9 Crean 
1nternatfonal Stage Comhat 'Workshop 
Januarg 2-9, 1999 
<Workshop ~ee: $750 Canao[an (about $530 'US) 
Includes meats) 8 n~ghts housing, 7 full days of c!asses 
To register contact The Brrnff'Ccntcr for the Arts: 1-800-565-9CJ89 or arts_info@Ra11jfcentre.ab.ca 
For more information.- David Dnersch 057) 220-'i031 ddoersch@hrfn.net ot Brad Wall.er (703) 861-3;307 GlobePG@aol.com 
FL8ht:. -Oirero:,rs Cana~a 
1' ttt:rlck Crean 
Robert Se"dc - 'Presiocnt 
r-r. 'rl-'urnier 
r ✓p Qagnon 
r(Jtm ·lJn1[J6l11 
N~r~ic .. t';ot~~/F{lJht . .Q"~'flilJ 
f'~fJ/:Je/O~f e1155 o,ri" ;; · · 
-i... -···tr 
'N,w·~e:a,rn,di St:Jlfe"s:Combac fJoclet:9 
foWyr1~loff,;; Presiot'~,t 
5ociet9 of Amerlean <fl8ht: "0{rero:,rs 
✓:Erift. 'Fr<>Orfrksen - 'FounCi<>r 
"0r1v[C, '1:>"usftey - "fc,ur1.ocr 
,v,n7io 'Docrsch 
"6ra~ "Vlrllcr 
'5r[t£sh Aca~emy of -Ortt.mat:[c Combtt.t: 
, •.·. Ja.m:ithan ,H"w<>ll -,./'frcsJoent 
":~r ·· ;li''}fi,;zi~ aaJli•. -~ - .· ~•.·:~t '.'W by J. David Brimtner and 
Dale Anthony Git-ard 
In Rogue's Gallery, Anthony Grant Mil/er pins Michael Maag. Fight Dale Girard, photo rovided by Oale Gfr5, 
' 
. Many students of stage combat 
tenJ to learn the technique of a 
fight, or series of fights, and miss 
out on the actual skills necessarv to make 
their technique applicable to all the various 
characters that they may portray. The focus 
is placed on thi.: product and nut the 
process. The actor's character choices or 
fighting style become his technique. All 
further fight roles carry many of the specif-
ic charncter traits an<l mannerisms of the 
preliminary fight training. The actor has 
learned a fight rather than how to fight. 
There is a need to seek a physical 
neutrality in stance and posture with all the 
fundamental techniques exe;:cuted devoid 
of habits, character, and circumstanci:s. 
The idea is to create a b];mk slate on which 
any character could be painted. The danger 
is that this neutral stance and posture 
could become as much a habit a.s any 
other. By mixing role-playing games with 
a foundation of neutral technique students 
develop a strong technical base foundation 
from which creative choices are made. 
The concept of working from a neutral 
physicality based in dramatic movement is 
not new, and the following exercises arc not 
ground breaking but are merely concepts 
that are ~omctimcs overlooked within the 
hectic timetable of combat training. Role-
playing i~ a common form of improvisa-
tional exercise in many actor training 
program~. It generally involves cbe irn pro-
v isatiunal interaction betwew specific 
characters, characteristics, or character 
traits. The actors take on a pre-determined 
role and proceed to develop a moment to 
moment improvisational scene with 
another actor (or actors) playing different 
roles. The exercises are designed for the stu-
dent of stage combat to explore the facets 
of the role in various situations without 
slcpping uut;;ide the assigned characteri;;tic. 
The exercises explore tht' following 
characteristics: physicality, temperament, 
age, background and point of view. 'l'his 
article will establish the basic ouJine of 
these exercises and will take one through 
role-playing a fight with character ph11si-
cality. Once this is done, the student will 
have had a chance to explore various ways 
of physically approaching Lcchnique. 
Although the exercises can be used in 
both armed and unarmed conflict, they 
primarily address the use of the sword. A 
student should have a general working 
knowledge of blade-play before beginning. 
They sbould be working from a neutral 
base and be comfortable enough with their 
sword technique that they can focus on 
the exercise. lf they are not yet comfortable 
with cut-a11d-d1ru:;t drills and small 
sequence's of choreography, the students 
are not ready for role-plaving within a 
choreographed routine. If this is the case, 
llrill;; should be run awhile longer befrire 
approaching the exercises. 
Tn the exploration of a character in 
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conflict it is important to remember that the tech11iques of stage combat arc ideals and 
not absolutes. A~ the character is explored in movement, each student should feel free 
to investigate all the possibilities of each technique. While safety should be st:essed,_ not 
every character or every situation allows for perfectly executed swordplay. 1 he_ actions 
must always remain safe, but they must also come from the character. The exercise tech-
niques are the foundations of movement from which creative choices are made, In the 
world of the character, perfect stance, posture, movement, and execution might be an 
ideal, but arc seldom a constant. 
The students go through a series of everyday activitieswitl1 their new physical trait before 
allowing themselves to be placeJ into a routine. It is important to allow the time necessary 
to explore e:ich trait. The st11dents should walk sit, stand, run, move around obstacles and 
interact with other cliaracters. The more comfortable they are with the trait before putting 
it in a routine, tl1c easier the u·ansition to character in movement with a fight sequence will be. 
After working with the new trait, the srudents can then move on to crossing 
swords. Although the previous part of the exercise will be improvised by the student, the 
fight choreography must be ptcset. It should be what is called bla17k choreography, a simple 
routine devoid of any specific character actions, traits, situations or circumstances. The 
series of attacks and parries can be random, like the "Playing the Numbers Exetcise" 
offered in the text Actors On Guard. To focus on the character trait, the student should 
not stress the elements of when, where, an<l why. The emphasis should be on the char-
acters in the situation, not the situation affecting the characters. Keeping this in mind, 
the student mav first begin role-playing with the character's physicality. 
e 
Physicality is used in this fight scene from Colorado Shakespeare Festival's 1992 As You Like It to visually define char-
acters. Fight direction by Dale Girard, photo provided by Dale Girurd. 
PHYSICATJTY 
The physical orientation of the character includes the size, shape and build of the body; 
the way in which the body is carried in motion and at rest; the prevalent manner in 
whicli the character bears his physical being. The exercises focus on three di.,tinct 
aspects: Posture, Planes of Movement and Leading. 
Postm:e: When exploring character posture, the students start seated on the floor, 
and slowly move through each of the following physical carriages in their upper body. 
During each posture, time must be allowed for a full physical inventory. It is important 
for them to observe the difference between their own posture and the one being 
assumed, as well as the contrast between the different postures. 
- slouched or concave position 
--e- sitting upright/spine elongated 
--e- shoulder rounded/hands crossed in front 
--e- h<.;ad upright/shoulder and arms open 
- rigid military posture, 
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These and other postures ate then 
explored standing. The carriage of the 
torso, head and arms should now affect 
the lower body. Students should move 
abocit in each posture to get a feel for tl1e 
gait and stride of a person with that pos-
ture. At this point students can get silly if 
their focus is not on exploring an<-l under-
standing the body. lt is all right to let the 
postw-c create a pm·on,,1, but the physicality 
must not be set aside for the sake of pla]~ 
Once the students have explored 
each of the postures, they should explore 
some guards, parries and footwork drills, 
then move on to the routine. The teacher 
should be sure that the student temains 
centered and uses proper technique <luring 
the execution of all blade-play. Certain 
moves may have to he altered to flt the 
physical restraints of the character. The 
choreography should not be changed, only 
the physical delivery of the choreographv 
to suit the needs of the student's posture. 
The students must keep the actions safe 
while trying to move within the range of 
motion prescribed by the new posture. 
Initially either posture or technique 
will suffer. Once everyone relaxes into the 
action and allows themselves to move 
freely in the posture, the students will find 
a vast spectrum of choices which can be 
made within the same routine. A group 
showcase can be displayed at the end of 
clai;., to demonstrate how drastically posture 
can effect technique. Discussion should 
be encouraged! 
In the exercises it is important to 
remember that as posture and sta11ce are 
changed to explore physicality, measure 
can be inadvertently affected. A physically 
awkward or limited, sloppy, or desperate 
character may take big or little steps, have 
a wide or narrow stance, or bend at the 
waist in an over-committed lunge. Every 
change in physical presentation of the 
character can affect measure, visible target 
areas, and range of motion of the blade. 
All this must be explored slowly to bt:: sure 
that there are no breaches in the general 
rules of safe swordplay. 
Planes of Movement: Unlike a person's 
posture which is often known to him, the 
individual's planes of movement are 
something that one often does not realize 
that he has developed, Through time, 
most people form habitual patterns of 
movement that favor specific actions or 
planes. These planes of movement show 
up in how a person walks, stands, sits, 
gestures with his arms, moves his head 
an<l navigates through a series of obstacles. 
Some people move vertically, standing up 
straight, moving their head and arms up 
and down and seldom bending at the 
waist or knees. Others move in diagonal 
or horizontal planes: walking, silting, 
standing and gesturing mainly in those 
planes, while other people develop the 
habit of working in circulat planes of 
movement traveling in arcs instead of 
lines. A great many facLors can lead a person 
to one plane or another, but through 
time, a person's muscles develop strength 
in a habitual pattern, and it is difficult to 
move in a different way. · 
The next exercis.: starts by having the 
standing students slowly move through 
each of the following planes of move-
ment. The idea is to explore each charac-
ter through simple daily activities. The 
students should sit, stand, walk, run, eat, 
drink, converse and eventually run 
through a series of preset actions(armed 
or unarmed), The students should take 
note of the strengths and limitations of 
each physical plane. 
-vertically dominant 
~ horizontally dominant 
~ diagonally dominant 
--e- circulat orientation 
Once the students have explored 
each of the postmes, they should apply 
them to the blank choreography. 
Depending on the moves of the choreog-
raphy, it is sometimes better to develop a 
new routine with action derived from 
the character's physical planes of move-
ment (especially unarmed), while giving 
the otiginal routine a good try. Often the 
prnct::ss of trying to fit a square peg into 
a round hole is a good learning experi-
ence. The exercise is more difficult than 
working in a posture. Trying to do an 
angular envelopment or circular thrust 
forces one to really explore technique as 
well as physicality. Everyone does not 
move the same way, in the same manner, 
but everyone has the same action. One 
should be sure that within the physical 
restrictions of the planes of movement 
that the students keep the actions safe. 
Once the student gets a feel for this exer-
cise there is great satisfaction(for student 
and teacher) in discovering new ways of 
doing basic techniques. 
Leading: Like the Planes of Move-
ment, most people develop a habitual 
carriage of their body which favors a spe-
cific plane or portion of their physical 
instrument. Leading is a term for the 
Shoulders leading, Tybalt (Benoit Gendron) travels horizonatally to chase the more vertically oriented Mercutio 
(Samuel Mungo) from his perch in Virginia Opera's Romeo et Ju/Jette. Fight direction and photo by Jeff A.R. Jones. 
part of the body which is carried forward 
in front of the rest of the physical frame. 
The body can generally lead from the 
following points: 
--e- feet, knees 
- hips/pd vis, chest 
--e- shoulders, head 
The street mime of yesteryear was 
known to focus on the leading postures 
of an individual to mimic the way that 
person moved and walked. Even now, 
actors use leading to help impersonate 
people like John Wayne who moved 
leading from the chest. 
To grasp this, the students should 
move about the room as themselves and 
slowly take themselves through each of 
the various leading postures. They should 
walk, stand, sit and run in each posture 
then focus on allowing that particular 
part of the body to lead the rest. Without 
making the action grotesque, the leading 
part of the body should he the first t!1ing 
in the door, into a room, ahead of the 
rest. It is important that the students do 
not force these actions, creating tension 
in their bodies that can be harmful if the 
action is maintained. Muscles unfamiliar 
to such broad activity will be used in 
varying degrees fot each new posture. 
The students should feel this but it 
should not hurt nor strain them. Between 
each new point of leading, the students 
may slowly return back to themselves to 
take a good physical inventory. This is 
time spent to identify what is different 
between who they are and how they 
move and how the physical characteristic 
fits in their body. After this grand walk-
about, the students can then try applying 
their new physicality in various footwork 
and blade-play exercises. Finally they can 
cross swords with their partner and take 
theit new found body through the rou-
tine. ln this and previous exercises the 
teacher should watch for held breath and 
physical tension. Students tend to hold 
their breath to focus on the physical 
activity or to tense their muscles to try to 
force the physicality or the technique of 
the exercise. A light humming or open 
phonation tends to free the held breath 
and takes focus on something other than 
the physical task. 
After a certain amount of exploration 
in these individual physicalities, the 
exercise can be combined for further 
investigation. The exercise can be repeated 
but this time the character will be working 
with a specific posture, plane of move-
ment and leading. The students have a 
great time with this. They can role-play 
a scene between their characters and 
show a great variety in their movement, 
an<l in the execution of a common rou-
tine. The students then tell a full story, 
with a beginning, middle and end: all 
without words. The body is the primary 
focus, telling their tale with a physical, 
not verbal dialogue. 
The next article will explore the role-
playing aspects of temperament, age, 
background and point of view concluding 
with a grab bag of exercises that allows the 
students to mix all the traits of the role 
together and take their new character 
through the routine. 
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. by Arthur M. Jolly 
• look down, and eighty feet below me is a garbage strewn alleyway. I l have just leapt off the top of a building wearing a foolish wig, 
• and either I will land safely on the roof of the next building, or 
I am one more trash bag in a New York alley ... 
A FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT 
When most people think of movie stunts, they picture the 
big dramatic events-the bus jumping the highway gap in 
Speed, Richard Kimbal jumping off the <lam in The Fugitive 
(neither of ,vhich were stunts; they wci-e special effects). 
Ninety percent of stuntwork is not even recognized by the 
average movie goer. 
One character slaps another, someone trips and falls 
over-the moments viewers take for granted that happen every 
night on TV-all have to be choreographed just like a Hamlet 
fight. On film, when time spent waiting for the redness of an 
actor's cheek to fade or the delay of shooting thirty takes of an 
actor flinching before the slap can cost thousands, the role of a 
stunt performer or coordinator can be crucial. 
THE FIRST JOR 
Getting started in stuntwork is as difficult, if not more so, than 
getting film acting work. Once in a blue moon, the magical 
dream of an unknown actor getting a major role does come 
true. No one ever, ever gets hired as a stunt performer without 
prior experience. One way to get that experience is to be 
working as an actor or extra who is asked to do his own stunt. 
If this on-the-spot decision comes up, it will be for an 
unscripted stunt, most likdy falling to the ground after a 
punch. That stunt is well within the realm of a certified 
actor/combatant and will bump an actor from an extra rate of 
$99 a day to the sturit rate of $540. 
THE STUNT PERFORMER 
Being hired on as a stunt performer in the first place is more 
difficult. In feature films, most producers will hire a stunt 
coordinator, who is then responsible for designing and creating 
the stunts in the script and hiring the necessary stunt personnel 
to make them happen safely. H they have a major stunt, they 
arc going to hire someone they have worked with a dozen times 
before. However, sometimes they need to double a particular 
actor for a more common stunt, and they can be more flexible. 
lf an actor happens to be the right size and look as the character, 
they may very well hire that actor. Once one starts working 
with a stunt coordinator, one begins learning more, and working 
one's way up the ladder. 
TRAINING 
In stuntwork, I am hired for what l can do physically; any 
training might turn out to be crucial. Stage combat certification 
is a great start. I would also recommend David Boushey's 
Stunt Workshop. I have hired one up-and-coming stuntman 
solely on the fact that he had that training. I took the course 
in '93, so I knew exactly what he had done and how he had 
learned it. Martial arts or gymnastics can help, as well as 
some off the wall skill that may be the one thing they are 
looking for-advanced scuba skills, unicycling, hang-gliding, 
who knows? 
r 
SAG SAFETY RULES 
$ii You h:.\ve the absolute right to say "no" to any clange.tOJ.l.S 
• actioti ot1 the set. You mllst en~ure your own safety by refusing. 
to perform any 6tunt you think might be hazardous. · 
$ii You always havie the tight to request a stunt double. Only 
professional stu.rit perform~ts are qu.iHfied to t.ake the dsks. 
!&ave the difficult aedon to them. 
~ SuppQtt iourfeijpw performers who ~<lY "no," lladt up a 
fellow <;a;,t .member by saying "no" tQ any UNafe ac:tlon they 
refuseto perform. 
$ii Always connilt the stunt coordinator. He ls an actor's best 
friend on the set and will support your d~ht co rcfi.i.s.e da,nger. 
$ii Wom,en .must double women, aud \\\thnics must double 
ethtiks, Thci producer roust. makG c:very effort to cast stunt 
doublea of the Bame sex and/or ethnicity. 
$ii You have the right· to rehearse all action and test all 
equipm,ent. Always 1n1iist on a dry .run of walk-through prior 
:to on-c-arne-ra aetlon. Unions and ti.'Htnagement have agreed 
llpOll, sp.edf1.c safety p.ro~edu,es for working with animals, 
expwslves, firearms and-much mvre. Call SAG for a fr-ee S'et 
of Safety B bulletins. 
$ii Report unsafe conditions or p1:aetlces to SAG .. The Guild 
wlll copfidentially advise you by plione and even send a represen-
tative to the set if necessary. SAG supports all safety precautions. 
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EQUIPMENT 
The equipment an individual is expected to provide as a stunt 
performer is only basic body protection,-knee and elbow pads, 
maybe a rib or back pad. All other equipment is provided by the 
stunt coordinator. An individual is also covered by the film's 
production insurance. 
RISK 
Make no mistake, there is an· element of danger to even the 
simple stunts as there is in a stage fight. Like a stage fight, the 
job is really to create a convincing illusion that looks exciting 
and dangerous to the camera, while being safe enough to be 
performed as manv times as needed. 
I have always held that doing a stunt is taking ultimate 
responsibility for one's actions and, therefore, for all possible 
consequences. IfI get struck by lightning while doing a stunt, it 
is my fault. I should have anticipated the chance of lightning, 
and installed a lightning rod prior to doing the stunt. One needs 
to have the confidence in oneself and one's abilities to know 
tbat one has covered every possible contingency-that 
ieri.'! is no chance of lightning of any kind. 
If I ever think I am taking a risk-then I do not 
i.tlThere is no job worth getting hurt. A stunt 
{former may be apprehensive about a particularly 
"ciJlt stl;lnt-but none of them ever tty something 
,l):¢,ftot;JQ0 percent sure they can do successfully. 
\.k;eif'::1,getting work in this field, it is not 
to do the stunt, one has to do it 
fall all the way down and really 
exciting to the camera. And get up 
piing ready to do it again. 
· · damage is cumulative! 
·TQRSAND STUNTS 
. clriw.~ackf to lt111lJ.work · l;; 
riotcrs.~s i:wer into the acting 
crea,1ti{\S g StW,1 4ouhle on. a 
udio .. fea.tLtt:~';~1tntsJor.12t~ctically: 
on an· ~clli;t1S{i~ll.1U.~;; · 
but he will have to hire non-union 
talent for any on-screen action. 
But caution should be used. One 
needs to check everything SAG 
would do on a union shoot. Do 
they have inrnrance? It needs to be 
checked first! ~'h:1t about an on-
set medic? It doesn't matter if the 
chance of getting hurt is remote: it 
is the actor's job to eliminate risk. 
Having immediate medical atten-
tion on standby is an absolute 
basic. If one is already in SAG as 
an actor, one may find it even 
harder to get stuntwork. One now 
has to work at the same day rate as 
every other stunt performer out 
there, and there are about 5,000 of 
them. There may be a benefit to 
delaying joining the Guild until 
one has enough experience to 
compete. I spent six years working 
non-union before getting my 
Guild card. 
Ablaze/ Arthur M. jolly performs a full body 
fire gag from the 1996 film Original Sins. 
Photo provided by Arthur M. Jolly. 
THE WHY 
I have been going on about how difficult it is to break into this 
business-but there are rewards. I have seen views of New York City 
most people never do, from standing on one of the gargoyles on 
the Chrysler Building to diving to thc bottom of the Ea~t River. I 
have looked at the world from inside flames and from underneath 
ice. I have built camera platforms high in the treetops of a 
Madagascan forest and slept harnessed to a swaying banyan tree, 
while k:murs chattered and played all around. \Xlhen I double an 
actoi;, l do not feel li! .. c a piece of meat brought in to protect a star 
who has some intrinsicvaluc one lacks. I fed almost godlike. I have 
sk\M,r#1ts person neve1"\1/ilt X cwrwrul.(,away from a fall that would 
kiI!an t'>rdinary mortijI&s!a11Jlt1~v£re, tnd make c1tt·s spin under 
me .a:t ~y_whim .. A$, J · ~:f;~c;fewa,rd.$., 
Which b~1ngs ,J11 ~.J\fe,· Yqrk alleyw(l,y; It it £ or 
~ewfel~ ,,1 one~h~ui s ...... ···•· .n.~1$.'1 T9t11~h I \\ell$ doµblin,g 
·· Micha~l .. lt~hardi;. · . e!:,l'ttles~p~~ from·aAiinfaealcal,le 
guy by leaping bet-we9il buil~l!.1Q~f . . . ... . 
I took it 1nome1,+,1;J . . el"ti(a'l'\'~Wtir~> to 1091{ 
arwo4 ,wd apprilfi~fem. . ftt?t'iUly_.pl~ai:o? lHY 
action~, on my laµ~fry; 1Jl1 '< .. ·. < ;lhe,spide hei:wi$tlis 
the vold: ·l jun1p.~r91J.gh it ~nd t~n~<'t~/rhe,o~~ex.~iat,. · 
Tl,.atfmomen!;y~nlacma~ Cpl}:1tJJI-,ffiQj;,\',Vh~ t~e 
N@ll o:r\3/heo. thf41pe~wf .. 
f1:\ysiclilly $ ... . 
cclgeor hit 
n~;edIWhen 
>'·r111fwlhit, .... ,m.•H• 
.I 
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THE UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS ITS 1999 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUNT SCHOOL 
JUNE 7 .. JUNE 26, l999 
AUGUST 23 .. SEPTEMBER 11, 1999 
The UNITED S~UNTMeN'~ AS$0CIATJON wHI oonduet two three week Intensive training workshops 
. \l\llth.emphaats on the most oaslc stllnts foqn<;lJn film producUo.n lncluglng . .· 
• t'IHt VVUHK. • CLIMBING AND RAPPELLING • rnc1,1~1un UHIVINli 
•WEAPONRY • MINI TRAMP/AIR RAM • MARTIAL ARTS 
• UNARMED COMBAT 
•HORSE WORK 
• HIGH FALLS 
• STAIR FALLS 
LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
• 160 Hours of lnstru.qtion (6 daywe)eks) 
• Instruction 'from fA stunt speGialists 
• AH ears and equipment included 
• Vldso.-ta,ped crltl~ues 
• Acting action for the camera 
• Sernlnlilr$ on n!?>tworking thEl stunt business 
• Guest stuot legend seminar 
• Certificate upon con,pl.etlon · 
• Affordable housing (Motet Inn: $.15-$30/nlght) 
REGISTRATION 
To register for the workshop, call or e-mail 
UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
2723 Saratoga Lane • Everett, WA 98203 (425) 290-9957 
• JERK HARNESS 
· • SPECIAL EFFECTS 
TUITION ......•...... s1BOO.OO 
(10% Discount for SAFD) 
DEPOSIT. ...•..•...... sso0.00 
Deposit Deadline ................. . April 1, 1999 
Balance Due ............ June 6/August 22, 1999 
Cashiers checks, money orders & credit cards accepted 
NOTICE TO APPLICANTS 
With your deposit, submit a Full Body Picture and 
Resume including height, weight, acting training, 
and any special skills you may have. 
The United Stuntmen's Association reserves the right to 
refund any deposits and exclude any applicant who the 
Association feels is not suitable for such a 
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net IIN/1EU STONTMfNS physically demanding profession. 
USA 
ASSOCIATION 
;--- . - -.. -- -- . i;E! burfNiW W!Ia ill'!: www.stunt.Gf1Uplen•t.aatri' ' . ·-- ·-
: , _ D,tWl'lltaQI our appli~!lt.Jn fgroo .or ~ti i,11ti 1'£iQ.t.te~t Q.ni;t · 
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11()1\T ll :Ill Ill~ i.\ 
by Richard Pallaziol 
Foreground: a 22 revolver (Astra 
Cadix); Rackground: a 3 R revolver 
(Astra 960) 
'11 he script specifically calls for a 38, but the technical director says we should 
not fire anything louder than a 22, but the director does not want a small 
gun for that scene and would prefer a 45. What are they saying? Sound familiar? 
At Weapons of Choice we get this kind of call about once a week. 
A great deal of confusion exists concerning the choice of handguns in plays, 
which is often compounded by the description in the script. Part of the problem 
comes from the playwright not knowing much about guns, and much of it comes 
from the short-hand terms which police and armed forces use. Through movies 
and television, some of these terms have become common usage, which ironically 
have so much power that they continue to affect newspaper and gun-enthusiasts' 
terminology. The result is that most people think they are talking about some-
thing specific when actually they are only describing the generic or incidental. 
Suppose for a moment that one was helping a friend find his car in a large 
parking lot. He says he owns a V-6, then to be more helpful, mentions that it is 
a Ford V-6. He thinks he has explained a great deal, but he has only described 
the engine. One still does not know if one is looking for a sedan, a pick-up, a 
sportscar, a van, what color it is, or how many doors. Ford Motor Company 
used the V-6 in several car models, and right now one needs to identify the car 
by look, not by what is under the hood. 
The same problem happens when talking about guns. If one needs a Colt 45 
for a play, one is probably talking about one of two guns which at different times 
has been described that way. Since there are actually two dozen different gun 
models which could just as accurately be called a Colt 45, it would better to 
know in what year the play is set, who the character is, and where the character 
got the gun. 
Confusion begins when one tries to identify a style of handgun by its caliber. 
When one reads shot by a 38 or was carrying a 357 magnum, one attaches a 
mental picture of what the gun must look like. Unfortunately, caliber numbers 
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refer only to the internal diameter of 
the barrel, measured in hundredths of 
an inch, and so describes the width of 
the bullet it requires. The bigger the 
number, the bigger the bullet. Most 
. gun manufacturers make several dif-
ferent styles of guns, and then will 
make each style in several different 
calibers, both English and metric, to 
appeal to the widest possible market. 
Since the same gun frame might be 
outfitted with any one of half dozen 
differently sized barrels, it is impossible 
to look at a photograph of a gun and 
identify the caliber. 
Where does shot by a 38 come 
from? The papers might be correct in 
saying that someone was shot by a 38 
caliber bullet, and that it logically 
came out of a 38 caliber gun. The 
most common of 38 caliber handgun 
is the revolver that has until recently 
been the standard issue revolver of 
most police departments in the 
United States. So ubiquitous has the 
gun become for police officers that 
when they speak among themselves of 
a 38, they are referring to the gun 
r 
I 
I 
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frame style with which·they are famil-
ial' rather than the bullet. But there 
are many completely different styles 
of guns which can just as correctly be 
described as a 38 caliber handgun. 
The U.S. 
Army issues 
a side arm, 
too, and after the turn of 
the century had decided 
not on a revolver (the bullet 
chamber revolves after each bullet 
is fired) but on a semi-automatic 
pistol (the bullets are fed from a clip 
inside the grip). The job was granted 
to Colt Firearm Company. Colt had 
already made successful revolvers for 
the government since 1836. So which 
is the Colt 45 mentioned in the 
script? Is it the western cowboy gun, or 
the square 
frame modern looking 
semi-automatic? Is it Model 
1860, 1873, 1876, 1878, 
1894, 1898, 1902, 1911? They all 
look different, and are all Colt 45s. 
The 44 
Magnum 
is not a 
more powerful hand-
gun than the 45 caliber 
revolver, but merely a caliber 
(slightly smaller than the 45) which 
was made famous by the Dirty 
Harry movies. In those films, the 
weapon of choice was a long-barreled 
heavy frame revolver, so naturally this 
is the popular image of what a 44 
magnum gun must look like. 
Actually the 44 magnum ammunition 
is slightly more powerful than the 
larger 45 ammo at equal powder 
loads, but this has to do with weight/ 
load/velocity calculations. 
Movies and television have also 
encouraged the idea that a larger gun 
is a more powerful gun. But again, the 
size of the gun frame has nothing to 
do with the size of the bullet or how 
much gunpowder is behind it. A long 
barrel will make a bullet fly more 
accurately and farther, so would be 
chosen for target practice or hunting, 
and a short barrel is going to be inac-
From top: a Colt 45 (M 7 91 7 ), a Colt 45 
(Peacemaker), a 44 Magnum (Anaconda), 
curate at even mid-range distances. So it is not uncommon to see massive 
revolvers which are only 22 caliber, or tiny two-shot guns which are 45s. 
European manu-
facturers use metric 
measurements, and ' 
in order for U.S. 
armed forces to be 
able to use NATO 
stock in the event of a war, the Army is 
switching to metric guns. A lot of semi-
au comatic handguns are made for 9 mm 
ammunition, so one hears of a nine as being 
a semi-auto pistol. But English or metric, a bigger number 
means a bigger bullet. Below are some (very rough) equivalents: 
•22 cal= 6mm 
•32 cal= 8 mm 
•38 cal= 9 mm 
•45 cal = 12 mm 
Another part of the identification problem is the name of the 
manufacturer. Popular styles beget popular clones (just ask IBM and Glock 9mm Model 17 
Xerox); so when one company comes out with a popular gun, every 
other manufacturer follows suit. The common name would often be asso-
ciated with the maker that made it first or sold the most. For example, an Iver-
Johnson .25 might refer to one of several pistol or rifle styles which Iver-Johnson 
Company made over the years. One would need to know what the common ter-
minology referred in the year the phrase was used if one wants to know what 
kind of gun the character is talking about. Another example is the name 
Derringer which can mean either the manufacturer (which made several differ-
ent styles of handguns), or one of three different black-powder single shot pis-
tols of the 1800s, or a completely different style of two-shot pistols of the l 900s. 
Add to that the problem of three different manufacturers trying to use the 
Derringer name and it really becomes confusing. 
SOME 'TERMS WHICJ{ MAY NE!;,D CLARlFYl'NGt 
p J,>ntrot: any g:1,ii1 you hold and fue with oni;ha.ucl, including a revi;ilver . 
r llIWOLVBR: a j,;1isto1 with a revolving chamb~r. 
r SEMlrtAUTQ; !f pistol with a feed dip for the bullets, usually in the gdp of the 
iUll, One shot for each pull of the, trigger. 
r ,A,QWM:NflC LO;\Qt a semi~autom:atk pistol. 
,,- AvtoMATlC FJ'RF;; gtin continues to foe for as long as you hold th@ rrigs~r dowri. 
, · Only some assault pistols and rifles ai:e truly automatic. 
r Musrom any firearm requitint1; two hands to fire. Nowadays it generally refers to 
old.-style long gnus with barrels which have smooth intctnal ww.ls (no ,grooves), 
Jr RlFLE: a 1nusket with grooves (rifling) in the barrel (spins the hu)le.t for more 
dlstance and accuracy), 
r C,\JU!JNE; sh.an rlfle, 
r IOlNTU.CKY RIPLE; most com1i10Ji,na;lle for an Arnerican l~ngarm of the lat; l~th 
,ccmtury, and the name least based Ill fo.ct, Also known as the Plilnn&ylvan1a rifle. 
r LUGAR; a Gennan ma,imfactum of a distinctiv.e Nazi semi,-auto pistol of the same 
common naine,but which is really called model P~OS. · 
r WALTHER; anothf:r c.ompany, another NazJ pistol 
r BA:RETTA: Itallan .maker of 18 styles of pistols. 
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The Business of P erf or ming 
by Neil H. Fishman, CPA 
0 11. e has just been hired by a theatre company or a t.llliversity. One has decided to teach classes on his own. Whether a performer, choreographer, or teacher, 
it is very important to keep accurate records of both one's income and the 
expenses related to the earning of that income. When it com..:s time to prepare one's 
income tax return the following year, one must have a record of all the money earned and 
be able to back up every deduction taken. 
First and foremost, the most important thing to remember is that this is a business, 
and one is a businessperson. If one holds on to this, everything else that is talked about 
in this article will be easier to understand. 
There are two ways co be paid when hired by an organization: employee or inde-
pendent contractor. If one is treated as an employee of the organization, one will be 
aske<l to fill out a Form W-1 and a Form I-9. If one is being treated as an independent 
contractor by the organization, one will be given a Form W-9. A.s an employee, there 
will be <le<luctions for FICA, FClh:tal and State Withholding 'faxes. There may also be 
withholding for a local government, i.e., New Y<irk City. If one is being regarded cis an 
independent contractor, the indi-
vidual will ultimately be responsi-
ble for paying all of the taxes men-
tioned above. It 111ay be necessary 
for an individual to make estimated 
tax payments during the year to 
avoid paying any penalties when 
the tax return is filed. 
keep track of what is spe11t and bow it was 
spent. If one is an employee, one's out-of--
pocket expenses may be reimbursed by the 
employer. The employer may require the 
employee to fill out an expense report and 
provide documentation to support the 
reimbursement claim. As a self-employed 
individual, one must keep track of all 
expenses as they relate to the work that 
one performs so thal one can offset the 
income. A list of expenses appears at the 
end of this article. 
When one is on the road performing, 
or has been hired to come in to work for a 
brief rime, an expense that the individual 
may be able to take advantage of 
is the Per Diem expense. This 
allow., the individual to take a 
specified daily deduction for each 
day one is away from one's prin-
cipal residence, provided that one 
can substantiate that the time 
one is away is on business. The 
Per Dil:m deduction is broken 
down into two categories: (1) 
Travel, and (2) Meals & 
Incidental Expenses. The Per 
Diem rate is determined by 
where one is traveling. Each part 
of the country has ;1 specific Per 
Diem rate, depending on the 
locality. However, to simplify the 
matter, the liederal Government 
has broken down the country in 
citbcr high-cost or low-cost 
localities. There are also rates for 
foreign travel. 
If one decides to teach classes 
on one's own, then: are two ways to 
operate the business. The first w:iy 
is to be an unincorporated business. 
This will be presented on one's 
per,onal income tax return as 
Schedule C Income, and is the 
same as being engaged as an inde-
pendent contractor. The second 
way is to incorporate as a business. 
To do this, one will probably need 
to consult an attorney. Incor-
porating provides some protection 
for the individual should anything 
happen while teaching classes. 
Unfortunately; sometimes people 
can get injured in a stage combat 
class, and while they may sign a 
Trump's Castle & Casino provides business for J. David Brimmer (left) 
and Linwood Harcum as they perform at Donald Trump's birthday party. 
The last expense to talk about 
is the home offio.: deduction. 
This deduction docs not apply 
to performers but may apply to 
waiver accepting the responsibility should anything happen to them, they may decide oth-
erwise once they get hurt. In either case, should one decide to open one's own business, 
one must check with the local government if there are any permits or licenses that are 
required before starting. Recently, an SAFD member who was working in the Philadelphia 
area a few years ago received a letter from the City of Philadelphia stating that he owed 
not only income taxes from his work with some theatre groups in the area, but that he also 
owed money for a permit to work in the Phila<ldphia City limits. It is very important 
should one decide to start out on one's own to find out about all permits and licenses. 
On the other side of the equation is expenses. Expenses are the outlays that arc 
applied against the income one has earned. A~ an individual. unless one is filing a 
Schedule C for an unincorporated business on one's personal return, the deduction for 
expenses will appear on Schedule A, subject to a limitation of 2 percent of the adjusted 
gross income (AGT). Regardless of whether one is employed or sclf-i:mployed, one must 
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teachers and choreographers. This can be 
taken only when one's place of employ-
ment docs not provide one 'with an office, 
or if the individual is operating a business 
ont of his home. To be able to take this 
deduction, one must use a separate room 
of one's residence and that room is used 
exclusively for that purpose. 
Finally, how does one keep track of 
both income and the related expenses? 
As an employee, one will be given a pay-
check periodically (weekly, biweekly, 
semimonthly). The same applies if the 
r 
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individual is engaged as an independent contractor. The difference 
between the two is that an employee will have deductions for taxes 
on his check, while the independent contractor will not. If one is 
rwming one's own business, one will n:ceive payments as one's 
business operates. If one is tunning a business, it would be ideal to 
have a separate bank account for that business. As an individual, 
one should keep a daily record. of expenses, what one spends, and 
how one spends it. Some e.x.penses the individual will pay by check, 
others by cash. Regardless of how one pays, one should get a 
receipt to document the expense. As a business, the individual 
should create a formal set of books to record income and expenses. 
It is very important that these records be kept up-to-date. 
The theatre is a profes.sion. While it is important lO act 
professionally when one is working, one must also be professional 
from a business point of view. 
&\iic ,·, .:•:: .,) 
I'agedCclliilru; Ph,9n1. . J':1.y .Phqnes ·.: . ·.• 
Tl'll'Vel: 
THE 
STPJl~ES BACI~ 1999 
A TWO DAY STAGE: COMBAT WOI\KSHOP 
LONDON 
APF\IL .3 & 4, 1999 
3Jttsttuttor~ 
'.Drew 'f racfier 
Presiaent, Socie-ty of .9Lmerican 'Jig/it tJJirectors 
J/D. Martinez 
'Jig/it Master, S!Jl.'ftJJ 
Micliae{ (j. Chin 
:Jig/it rJJirector, S2l:Jt1J 
~cliartf'Jcyan 
'Jig/it tJJirector, 'B.9LSSC & S521.'f 'lJ 
'Bret '.Yount 
Certifaa CJ°eaclier, '1J.9lSSC 
Workshop Fee £100 
BASSC or SAFD 
Membership discount 10 % 
Early payment Discount 15 % 
(If full payment received by March 1st) 
For more information please contact 
the Secretary of the BASSC 
Suite#280 
37 Store St 
London, WClE 7BS, U.K. 
Tel: +44-181-352-0605 
E-mail: swordsman@compuservc.com 
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6WORDPLAY 
by Richard J. Gradkowski 
THE ACADEMY OF THE SWORD: 
AN bXHJBTJ.10N OF FENCING BOOKS AT THE 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 
"The pen is mightier than the sword" utters Cardinal Richelieu in 
Edward Bulwer-Lytton's 1839 play The Cardinal· or, The 
Conspiracy. 1 Associate Curator DonaldJ. LaRocca's latest exhibition 
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Arms and Armor galleries 
shows the pen to be a dose ally of the sword and instrumental in the 
development of swordsmanship. The exhibit, which opened June 9, 
teatures an assonblage of 
twenty-four rare illustrat-
ed books devoted to the 
subject of fencing and 
dueling. The centerpiece 
of the exhibition is the 
eponymous Academie de 
L'Espee (Academy of the 
Sword) by Girard 
Thibault, published in 
Leyden in 1628. This is 
undoubtedly the most 
lavish fencing hook ever 
produced and is an out-
standing example of the 
engraver's and printer's 
art, worth a visit of itself. 
engravers such as Hans Sebald Beham and Virgil Solis. Leading 
goldsmiths, including Wenzel Jamnitz<.:r and Luigi Valdier, as 
well as major artists like Hans Holbein, Guilio Romano, and 
Jacqu<.:s Louis David contributed to Lhese ans of the sword. 
The art of fencing, originally confined to the aristocratic 
classes, experienced a democratization and growth; due in part to 
the dissemination ofideas through illustrated fencing manuals. The 
earliest book in the exhibition is a 16th century manuscript copy of 
Talhoffer's 1443 treatise which deals principally with judicial combat 
between armored and unarmored foes. Included are seminal works 
such as a 1568 edition of Camillo Agrippa,2 an architect, engineer, 
and mathematician who was the first author to number the guard 
positions, and a 1610 work by Ridolfo Capo Ferro, who first 
describc.:d the lunge. The 
exhibit also includes the 
work ofMarozzo (1536), 
DiGrassi (1570), Viggiani 
0575) and Domenico 
Angelo's famous folio of 
1763, whose copper-
plate engravings have 
been so widely repro-
duced. Angelo's tome was 
so well regarded that it 
was selected by Diderot 
as tne best of its genre 
and used to illustrate the 
entry Escrime (fencing) 
in his Encyclopedic. 
An interesting item 
is Henry Blackwell's 
1702 opus The English 
Fencing Master, which 
was ultimately reprinted 
in Williamsburg, Virginia 
in 1732 by his son, and 
is the first book on any 
sport in the colonies. 
Thibault expounds 
on the Spanish school of 
fencing, following the 
ideas of Narvaez and 
Carranza, and teaches an 
intricate system of attack 
and defense based upon 
abstract geometrical 
principles. Shakespeare 
probably refers to him in 
Romeo and Juliet, where 
Mercutio denounces 
Tybalt as a "villain who 
Thibault's Academie de L'Espee below period weapons at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Photo by Richard Gradkowski 
Between the six-
teen th and eighteenth 
centuries swordplay expe-
rienced an evolution in 
fights by the book of arithmetic." The huge folio size plates show 
in detail the peregrinations of dueling grandees as they demon-
strate the fine art of spitting one another. 
Accompanying the books, and giving vivid impact to their 
illustrations, is a selection of thirty-eight swords, rapiers, parrying 
daggers, bucklers, and other accoutrements, which follow the 
chronology and changes in fighting styles depicted in the books. 
These weapons were frequently treated not only as side-arms, but 
also as fashionable accessories. The decoration of hilts and scabbards 
often exemplified the prevailing artistic trends of a given period. 
From Renaissance and Mannerism through the Baroque, 
Rococo, and Neoclassical, hilts were designed by well known 
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technology and tech-
nique. The books and weapons displayed in The Academy of the 
Sword offer a survey of ways in which fencing was taught and the 
arms with which it was practiced during these three centuries. 
The exhibition will remain on view until the summer of 1999, 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Bulwer·Lytton 1s .\lsu famous for rhe introdllcmry \\Ol'ds ,.ii" his 1340 nuvel Paul Clifford ... "It w,1s a dark 
and stormy night, .. " 
2 Agrippa is known as being the engineer in charge of installing the 230 ton obelisk in the Piazza San Pietro 
in Rome 
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ToTHE 
poINT 
by J. T. Marlowe 
The Fight Master met with swordmaker Tony Swatton at his Los 
Angeles shop "The Sword and the Stone." This writer talked 
with Tony about his work on the film The 11,fask of Zorro (July 
1998) and got a first hand look at the sword Antonio Banderas 
brandishes in the movie. 
BEGINNINGS 
As a teenager, Tony was into the whole sword and sorcery scene 
and, later worked as a gem cutter and jeweler. When he realized 
he could recreate and craft jeweled daggers and armor, too, he 
added those talents and skills to his repertoire. He could make 
the stuH; and he could sell it. Tony has been making it and selling 
it as an anist and craftsman for over twenty years. 
FIRST BREAK 
Although Tony creates swords, armor, and weapon accessories for 
TV shows, private collectors, theatre, and the curious passerby 
visiting his shop, the film industry keeps him busy. His first film 
break was Hook. He went on to work on such films as Don Juan 
DeMarco and Batman and Robin. 
ZORRO 
Tony came on board a few months before principal photography 
began in Mexico under the fight direction of Bob Anderson. The 
production designer chose design elements from various sources 
lik<.: Swords and Hilt We,tpons (Michael D. Coe). Tony was giwn 
photocopies of these composite designs from which to craft the 
prototypes. As Tony says, "If I can sec it, T can build it," He had to 
make approximately 20 swords for each principal character in case 
of breakage or wear <luring rehearsal and shooting. Just one of 
Zorro's swords took him about twenty hours to complete! Most 
were made out of aluminum for obvious weight advantages 
demanded bv the actors' lengthy and grueling fight sequences. But 
some were crafted from steel for the look needed on a particular 
shot or action. And some swords were refits from existing swords. 
Via faxes from Mexico to L.A., Anderson gave Tony finishing 
notes on changes with regard to design and weight. Now, displayed 
in Tony's shop, the completed Zorro sword looks awesome! 
TONY'S NEXT PROJECT 
Wesky Snipes' vampire film Blade. Quite appropriate, Tony, and 
to the point! 
You can visit 1ony at his website: www.swordandstone.com. 
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/'/EALTH & 
.5AFETY 
by Brian Byrnes 
Chair - SAFD Health and Safety Committee 
34 
The SAFD thanks those readers who have helped by filling 
out, and turning in the Health and Safety Survev/ 
Questionnaire. Responsive membds time and effort 
are proving to be a valuable rcsourcc for the SAFD. 
While reviewing the many rnrvcys, the SAPD is 
beginning to have concrete information regarding the 
physical tolls and benefits that go hand-in-hand with 
.Stage Combat Skills. Until now, it seems, fight directors, 
teachers, and performers have shared strong common 
ideas regarding dos and don 'ts, and safety )'eas and nap. 
The SAtlD is now combining this information into 
hard-copy form, and as a result, solidifying thosc safety 
concerns in teaching, training, and performance 
modcs. The SAFD will now bc better able to cross-rcf-
erence statistical inforn1ation and idcts, :tnd in turn, 
increase awareness on all fronts. 
The SAPD is still receiving surveys and data, so 
it is not yet ready to detail findings. The ~AFD would 
like to share some.: fairly common teaching, training, and 
safety thoughts all d concerns. 
These ideas mav be familiar to 
many of the readers, and for 
others a gentle reminder of 
things to considcr. 
ON TEACHING AND FIGHT 
DIRECTING PRACTICES ... 
-li---- Making sure students an<l/or performers are fully 
warmed up physically and mmtally for clas~ or rehearsals. 
Some teachers and fight directors begin with various 
kinds of partner work (without weapons) in order to tune 
people into one another beforehand. This method works 
well to create a productivc atmo~phere. 
+--- Some teachers continually review their own prn-
gressio11 of skills ttaining, in order to better cross train 
students from one weapon discipline to the next. 
+- Fight Directors need to fully initiate the use of the 
Fight Captain Report, in order to solidly crt:ate an<l keep 
their own ex:tensiw files regarding any injuries or we1pons 
failures during rehearsals and runs of shows. ff the Report 
itsdf needs to be reviewed and/or updated and made 
available to the SAJ:lD, this is another point of business for 
the teacher/fight director. 
WHEN DO ACCIDENTS HAPPEN? 
+-When rehearsals are running late in the evening. 
1'--When undue pressure is on performers. 
·+--- Giving performers or students work that is beyond 
their currenr skill ll'.vel. 
+- When faulty or unkept equip-
ment is used. 
+-- At times, actors embellish or 
invent cl1orcography without informing 
the fight director, which causes physical 
strain or harm to bodics. (It has bcen wit-
nessed that a young man who, instead of 
simply jumping back out of the way of a 
passing Mercutio and Tybalt, added a fall 
back to the ground which instantly blew 
out his knee. This "fall-down" was his way 
to "make the move more exciting," which 
he never inquireJ how to do safely.) 
-+---- People seem to be most often 
hurt, not because of a faulty technique, 
but because they are not fully aware and 
alert to the moment at hand while moving 
inLo or out of the immediate fight 
sequence. It seems that people most 
often stay fine tuned to their fight part-
ner(s) - then - at the moment of split-
ting off from that person, they some-
times neglecL keeping themselves intact. 
As a result, individuals sometimes trip 
themselves, bump into set pieces and 
doorframes, topple down stairs, and gen-
erally create havoc on their own bodies. 
It is undi;:rstandabk: how this might hap-
pen when one considers the thought 
process that is usually taught - "T must 
. stay in tune with my partner. I must stay 
in tune with my partner!" - then, at the 
very moinenl the pair splits, the thought 
of seff-prcsertitttion sometimes slips awav -
therefore ... creating a window of possible 
danger to oneself 
The above arc just some of the 
things to consider regarding one's work 
And with help from all, the SAFD can 
create a better unified awareness that 
enhances teaching, training, and the 
performing of slagc combat. 
** lf you would like to reach the Health 
and Safety Committee directly, please 
call Brian Byrnes at (713) 743-2915, or 
E-mail: BByrnes@UH.edu 
Mailing ,1ddress: 
B.Byrnes, School of Theatre, 
University of Houston, 
Houston TX 77204-5071 
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Put to the Test 
Results of the SAFD's Proficiency Skills Tests throughout the country 
Lo.cathm O.t1t1t 
Instructor Adjudicator 
Person 1'estecl Weapons Proficiency 
RD Rapier & Qagg.er UA Unarmeci 
QS Quarterstaff SS Smalisword 
)3$ Brl:)vdsword $&$ Sword :& Shlelcl 
Re11ewi1l Ren"wal of Actor/Combatint ~t.iltu~ 
Awarded E>rnmtner's Award for Excellence 
1997 APRIL 
Northern Kentucky Univer5ity April 13, 1997 
IC Jenny Jones Drew Fracher 
Makon Buzzell RD UA QS 
MAY 
Univ. of Missouri, Kansas City 
Anthony Hubert 
May 3, 1997 
Dale A. Girard 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD LJA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Courtney B. Adler 
Donnie Keshawarz 
Rick Wasserman 
Cheri Lynne Johnson 
James Kazuhiko Yaegashi 
Kelly C. McAndrew 
Kaia Grace Monroe 
Robert lmani Arsante Cooper 
JUNE 
Wright State University 
Bruce Cromer 
Bruce Cromer 
Mau Harding 
Monica Williams 
Scott Rogers 
Greg Bortz 
Alan Ridley 
Heather Combs 
Shawna Scott 
Wes Hill 
Ted Reis 
Carey Matthews 
Chri;tianc Olla 
Brigette Ditmars 
Mary Montgomery 
Sam Smith 
Brian McKnight 
Kare11 Begin 
Andy Wlbbels 
Alissa Bellman 
Jnmie Stull 
Amanda Eaglen 
1998 JANUARY 
UC Irvine 
Todd Loweth 
Michael Morena 
June 9, 1997 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS, Awarded 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
f1D UA QS 
RD UA QS 
January '18, 1998 
Christopher Villa 
RD UA BS 
Columbia College, Chicago 
David Woolley 
January 22, 1998 
Richard Raether 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
QSS&S 
Emily Burrell 
Dennis RiLtenhause 
Katherine Cohn 
Dominique Gallo 
Erin Carlson 
Brian LeTraunik 
Jennifer Liu 
Nikki Prugh 
Comlanc.e A11derko 
Julie Korman 
Howie Cohen 
Eliziibeth Ellis 
QS S&S 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Sam Munoz 
Mark Plonsky 
Tom Vencill 
Peter Talbot 
New American Theatre, IL 
John McFarllmd 
Michael S. Kelly 
FEBRUARY 
Actors Gymnasium 
Joe Dempsey 
Bo Blackburn 
Alan M,1lone 
Mark Hardiman 
Russell Lundberg 
Christine Soriano 
APRIL 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
January 23, 1998 
Richard Raether 
RD UA 
February 11, 1998 
David Woolley 
RD,UA,QS 
RD, UA, QS 
RD, UA, QS 
RD,UA,QS 
RD,UA,QS 
Marymount College, London U.K. April 3, 1998 
Richard Ryan Drew Fracher 
Brent Doyle RD UA SS 
l<ri,lin Lundberg RD UA 55 
Elisa Schultz RD UA SS 
Karina Kramer-Schevers RD UA SS 
Rebecca Willems RD UA SS 
Kristo Salminen RD UA SS 
Carmelle Ar;id RD UA SS 
Christina Nuener RD UA SS 
Anne Huebsch RD UA SS 
Jennifer Collins RD UA SS 
Erin Cardillo RD UA SS 
Jennifer Kushner RD UA SS 
Samantha Deszczykiewicz RD UA SS,Awarded 
Elizabeth Sibley RD UA S.S,Awarded 
Reston Community Players, VA April 5, 1998 
M. Donahue; M, Johnson Allen Sudcleth 
Chuck Martin RD UA BS 
AncJrew Richard RD UA BS 
Univ. of Wi5comin-Milwaukee: Profe5slonal 
Theater Training Program April 6, 1998 
Lee Ernst Richard Raether 
Narily Blair RD UA BS 
Reggie Meneses RD UA BS 
Michael Pocaro RD UA BS 
Michael Brown RD UA BS 
Kareem Ferguson RD UA BS 
Daniel Rappaport RD UA BS 
Ed Jenkins RD UA BS 
Da11iel Teeter RD UA BS, Awarded 
University of Alabama 
Payson Burt 
Ba ny Austin 
Cari Lyn Rhoads 
Kristie DeKoker 
Stephen Curler England 
Leslie Thomason 
Courtney Oliver 
Mathew Sake 
Jonathan Yukich 
Suzy King 
Wesley Young 
Jemmie L. Simmons 
Jeremy John Evans 
Nichol Munk 
Katie Rt'lchart 
John O'Connell 
Stephen Thompson 
April 18, 1998 
Dale Girard 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
Dale Hall II 
Cisey 1,eitz 
University of Mis5issippi 
BJ Merman 
Suzanne Konicek 
Noelle Carolyn Grabowsky 
Janine L. Robledo 
Mciry Coy 
Michele M. Cuomo 
Alison E. Stafford 
Mia Self 
Longwood College, Virginia 
Tim Klotz 
Brian McFarland 
Kevin Ernst 
Robbie Wirnton 
Dennis Morris 
Carrie Thiel 
John Ficarra 
Virginia Tea Party, Willimnsburg 
Tim Klotz & David Doersch 
Adrian .Damon 
Kerri-Ann Dugan 
Tres Matthews 
Richard Schuman 
Jennifer Carlisle 
Tim Klotz 
Univel'sity of Michigan 
Erik Frederickson 
Ryan M.etzger 
Ian Lawler 
Stephanie Bernstein 
Tiffany Jones 
Matt Ober() 
Jake Wagner 
Jessica D'Onofrio 
Jennifer Lee 
Lawrence Brisky 
Joshua Parrott 
Mark Gmazel 
Ben1arclo De Pmila 
Ann l<esslcr 
Jaime Saginor 
Jeffrey Steger 
Kimberly Woodman 
Elizabeth Kriuitt 
Jeff Bender 
Heilther Weiner 
Lauren Miller 
Gabriel Brechner 
Jason Lidner 
Matt Clifford 
Ed Lewis 
Mark Smith 
University of Rhode Island 
Philip Lelpf 
Randy Belisle 
Carolyn Coughlin 
Taryn DeVito 
Gabriel Green 
Mike Heckler 
Carissa Hill 
Dan Mascolo 
Sur. "Siux" Miller 
Caroline Paino 
Joshua Willis 
The Fight Master+- Fall/Wimer 1998 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
April 18, 1998 
David Leong 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
April 23, 1998 
JD Martinez 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
April 26, 1998 
JD Martinez 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA S&S 
RD UA s&s 
RD UA S&S 
April 27, 1998 
Drew Fracher 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RDUA QS 
April 27, 1998 
Dale A. Girard 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RDUA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD lJA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
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MAY 
Phlladelphia University of the Arts May 1, 1998 
Charles Conwell JD Martinez 
Claire Golden SS QS S&S 
Mary Kathleen Engel SS QS S&S 
Joseph M Pisapia RD UA BS, Awarded 
Geoffrey W. Kershner RD UA BS, Awarded 
Katherine P,mgaro RD UA BS 
l<risten Leigh Gleason RD UA BS 
John De Vennie RD UA BS 
James Jensen SS QS S&S 
David Fehr SS QS S&S 
John W. Charles RD UA QS 
Britt Venton Plunkett RD UA QS 
Krbtie Lynn Reddick RD UA QS 
l<urt Russel Morris RD U/\ QS 
Daniel Thompson Mandel RD UA QS 
Drake A Matteucci RD UA QS 
Krislen Anne Schier RD UA QS 
Christorher Anthony Giles RD UA QS 
Allen Patrick Radway SS QS S&:S 
Ch1istopher Leschock SS QS S&S 
Tim Fredard 
Jim Camillo 
Roxanne Rilja 
Travis Guba 
S&S QS SS 
S&S QS SS 
RD UA 
RD UA 
May 15, 1998 New York City 
Ricki Ravitts 
la11 Rose; 
Drew Fracher 
RD, UA, BS, S&S, SS, QS 
New York University/Fights 4 
Brimmer, Chin, Ravitts, Tuttee 
Al Foole Ill 
Ray Rodriguez 
Angela Bonacasa 
David Dean Hastings 
Arthur M. Jolly 
Faye Horwilz 
Nicole Callender 
Barbara Brandt 
Kate Schafer 
Mary De Michele 
Jared J. Hoffert 
May 16, 1998 
,. Allen Suddeth 
QS 
QS 
QS 
QS 
QS, Awarded 
QS 
QS 
QS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Stal[ versus newspaper. Mully (81.11bara Farrw) tal<es on Jorge Jim Sturk) in The llaard of Satan. Fights by Jim Stark; photo by ·10111 E1a11s. 
University of Virginia 
Colleen Kelly 
Sara L. Stovall 
Jennifer A. Wales 
Miranda Eggleston 
Melissa Pamperin 
Melissa Dawn Bryant 
Lauren Seikaly 
Matthew Steffens 
Thadd McQuade 
Elizabeth Ann Williams 
Jacqueline Reres 
Provo, Utah 
Gregory Hoffman 
Christian Bell 
Heather Urimt 
May 5, 1998 
JD Martinez 
BS 
llS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD LJAQS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
May S, 1998 
David Boushey 
BS SS 
BS 
Univ. of IL-Champaign/Urbana May 6, 1998 
Dr. Rohln McFarquhar David Woolley 
Emily Parkd RD UA QS 
John Mcic\ay RD UA QS · 
Heather Wesson RD UA QS 
RebeCCi.l Cain RD UA QS 
Marilyn Bielby RD UA QS 
Dawn Plummer RD UA QS 
Michael Kuehl RD UA QS 
Bryan Martin RD UA QS 
Stacey Hirsch RD LJA QS 
Mark Williams RD UA QS 
Clarissa Novales RD UA QS 
J.W. Morrissette RD UA QS 
David Snider RD UA QS 
Jean Van Meltehcke RD UA QS, Awarded 
Palo Alto, CA 
Gregory Hoffman 
Mnrkus Pittier 
Shane Stokes 
Frankie Trnvis 
Branden Turner 
Ernie Stifel 
Tom Conroy 
May 12, 1998 
David Boushey 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
S&S QS SS 
S&S QS SS 
Toby Prueu 
Krishna Payne 
Danielle Wolan 
Jenny Lambert 
Elma Bloom 
Margot White 
David Dean Hastings 
Raya Rodriguez 
David Chullanandana 
Matthew Know\and 
Erik R. Weiner 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UABS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA GS 
RD UA BS, Awarded 
RD LJA 13S, Awarded 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
College Conse1vatory of Music May 31, 1998 
k Jenny Jones Erik Fredricksen 
Josh Alscher RD UA QS 
Philip Watt RD UA QS 
Lauren Pesca RD UA QS 
Elizabeth Devan RD UA QS 
Chad Gilkison RD UA QS 
John Michael Graham RD UA QS 
Thomas G. Hellems RD UA QS 
Chance\or W. Pinnell RD UA QS 
Gregory MIiier RD UA QS 
Timothy P. Minger RD UA QS 
Rick Coons RD UA QS 
Regina Cer.imele SS 
Beth Hardi5 SS 
JUNE 
Columbia College, Chicago June 4,998 
J. Allen Suddeth 
RD UA BS QS SS S&S 
RD UA BS QS SS 
RD UA BS S5 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS 
David Woolley 
Sam Munoz 
Sondra Mayer 
Clayton Faircloth 
Mandy Harbut 
Dan Marco 
Kevin Murphy 
Cory Beal 
Mark Plonsky 
Lynn Dunleavy 
Terry McCoy 
Amber Marince 
Michael Matthews 
RD UA BS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA SS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS SS 
RD UA BS SS 
The Fight Master --+ Fall/Winter 1998 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival June 21, 1998 
Drew Fracher Erik Fredricksen 
Brian Herdon RD UA QS 
Angie Hannan RD UAQS 
S,1ah Mara11lss RD UA QS 
Randal Newsome RD UA QS 
Jay Stratton RD UA QS 
Chris Baker RD UA QS 
Sylvia Biller RD UA QS 
D,wid Furr RD UA QS 
EnGardel Unlimited 
Michael J, Anderson 
Sarah Skala 
Tim Ruicki 
Jennifer McDermott 
Reid Hegland 
Bill Borea 
Jessica Edmund, 
Jared Kirby 
Alex Kunau 
JULY 
June 28, 1998 
Dale Anthony Girard 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA BS S&S 
RD UA 13S S&S 
Frehold Theatre Lab Studio 
Geoff Alm 
July 1, 1998 
David Boushey 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
Brady l_eel 
Rachel Levy 
Deb rialkow 
Chris Guilmet 
Blue Jacket 
Mark Guinn 
DJVe Early 
Frand Faucette 
l<athry11 Lisles Burke 
Jacki Blakeney 
Lance Brannon 
Vicente Gonzalez 
Tad Brannon 
Bernie Weber l\ew 
Thornal M. Nealeigh 
Lisa M,1rie Bernado 
l<elly L. Pendygraft 
Mitchell R. KissJm 
Matt Thomas 
Lorell Aimee Amaldua 
Christine Iv!. Swan 
Jeffrey David De Maria 
l<cith Conway 
Jillie Eves 
July 3, 1998 
Drew Fracher 
BS S&S QS SS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
S&S SS 
5&5 ss 
RD UA BS 
RD UA BS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA QS 
RD UA BS S&S SS 
RD UA BS S&S SS 
S&S QS SS 
RD UA QS 
RD UAQS 
RD BS QS 
RD BS QS 
Being pulled by her hair, Megan (Katy rarzanrad) is 
nllacked by Madelyn (v<1/eric Hurl) in l/Ja 19Y8 independent 
film Passage of Ev/I. Fight direction and photo by Phil Yeager. 
Fort Harrod Drama Productions, The Legend 
of Daniel Boone July 5, 1998 
Paul Dennhardt Drew Fracher 
Josiah George RD UA BS 
Elizabeth Burgess RD UA BS 
Jonathan Hafner RD UA BS 
r-
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John Madjeski RD UA BS Nick Marion RD UA BS Tom Conroy S&S QS SS 
James J. Lou\a RD UA BS Robert "Cabe" McCarty RD UA BS Thomas Freeland S&S QS SS 
Stephanie Knorr RD UA BS Steve Nabors RD UA BS 
Justin Smith RD UA BS Daniele Oaks RD UA BS June 29, 1997 
Matthew Ellegood RD UA BS Lauren Pesca RD UA BS Gregory Hoffman Erik Fredricksen 
Fabio Agusto de Souza Pires RD UA BS Donald Preston RD UA, Renewal Vince Camillo RD UA BS 
Jonathan Brantley RD UA BS Jacquelyn Ritz RD UA, Renewal Assaf Cohen RD UA BS 
Travis Lope RD UA BS Elizabeth Ann "Babe" Root RD UA BS Tom Conroy RD UA BS 
Angela Odom BS Jason Rosenstock RD UA BS Thomas Freeland RD UABS 
Jesse Graham 13S Christopher Ross RD UA BS March 7, 1998 Jeff Parvin BS Jim Slark RD UA BS 
Nichol Munk BS Drew Sutherland RD UA BS J Allen Suddeth Erik rredrickson 
Caleb Terray RD UA BS, Awarded Leslie), Pasternack RD UA, Renewal 
National Stage Combat Workshop Jennifer Waldroup RD UA BS, Awarded April 29, 1998 University of Nevada, Las Vegas July 31, 1998 Robert Westley RD UA BS D. Boushey, D. Boushey, D. Fracher, Leigh Anne Wilson RD UA BS, Awarded Spencer Humm David Woolley J.D. Martinez, D. Girard, J.D. Martinez, Dana Young RD UA BS Spencer Humm RD UA BS QS SS S&S D.Wooiey R. Raether, C. Villa, D. Wooley John Davis RD UA 85 QS SS S&S 
Talsuyil Aoyagi RD UA BS AUGUST University of Virginia May 8, 1998 Jason Bagrieschi RD UA BS 
Jim Ballard RD UA BS College of William & Mary August 4, 1998 Colleen Kelly JD Martinez 
Robert Behrens RD UA BS, Awarded David Doersch David Leong William Mark Hulings RD UA, Renewal 
Nate Benson RD UA BS John Hayden RD UA QS June 10, 1998 David Blixt RD UA BS Tange\la Rouse RD UA QS 
Regina Cerirnele RD UA BS, Awarded Rebecca Easton RD UA QS Ricki Ravitts Drew Fracher 
Alexander "Sandy" Chase RD UA BS Nevin Miller RD UA QS Joseph T. Travers RD, UA, BS, S&S, SS, QS 
Britton Corry RD UA BS Nina Millin RD UA QS June 30, 1998 Hawaii 
Michele Cuomo RD UA GS Gordo11 McMahan RD UA QS Gregory Hoffman Drew Fracher 
Cameron DeVictor RD UA BS Matthew Ellis RD UA QS Megan Evans RD UA BS 
Michael DiPrizio RD UA BS Lorah E. Fdr!ey RD UA QS Chet Toni RD UA BS 
Gwendolyn Druyor RD UA, Renewal Adam Jortner RD UA QS Narcissa Murray RD UA BS 
Jennifer Faulkner RD UA, Renewal Jason Berkeley RD UA QS Natalie Abbott RD UA BS 
Philip "Pat" Fitzgerald RD UA BS Mark Christopher Barr RD UA QS Lisa D. Niemczura RD UA BS. 
Amy Flanagan RD UA BS Joseph Cincotti RD-UA QS Stephanie Sanchez RD UA BS 
Josh Gilman RD UA BS Russell Rinker RD UA QS, Rec Nicole Tessier RD UA BS 
Rob Johanson RD UA BS Adam Leclair RD UA QS, Rec Jonathan Sypert RD UA BS 
Arthur M. Jolly RD UA, Renewal 
VIDEO TAPE TESTS 
Aristol Green RD UA BS 
Dawson Kilhoffer RD UA BS Tony Pisculii S&S, QS, SS 
Khris Lewin RD UA, Renewal May 10, 1997 
Gerry Lavin RD UA BS Gregory Hoffman Erik Fredricksen June 30, 1998 
John Lopes RDUA BS Vince Carnillo S&S QS SS Ricki Ravltt5 Drew Fracher 
Jenny Male RD UA BS Assof Cohen S&S QS SS Jame, R. Robinson RD UA BS S&S QS SS 
Suppliers 
Inclusion in this listing is provided as a courtesy snot represent endorsement by the SAFD 
The.Armoury 
American Fencers Sup 
1180 Folsom 
nnis Graves, Swordi;ntler 
5 South 41st Stteet 
ulder, CO 80303 
5) 494-4685 
undegaard Armory 
.0. Box287 
~rompniond, NY 10517 
·· jCustom fantasy weapons 
Triple t on Anns 
162 West Pine Street 
Mount Airy, NC 27030 
(919) 786-5294 
Vulcan's Forge 
Lewis Shaw, Proprietor 
3013 Shannon Drive 
Baltimore, MD 21213 
(410) 325-2046 
Lonniesc@aol.com 
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DIRECTORY 
GOVERNING BODY 
!'resident 
DREW Fl{ACHER 
6275 Turkey Foot Road 
Edgewood, KY 11017 
(606) 426-0161 
vern 1 Oth@worl<lnet,att.net 
Vice President 
COLLEEN KELLY 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
I Feoeival Drive 
Montgomery, AL 36117 
II: (3J4) 395-6991 
W: (334) 271-5311 
c.01lccnkelly@mindspri11g,-:om 
Secn.·tary 
PAUL DENNHARDT 
151:i Wa11no1rn Way 
Madison, WI 53713 
16081 22G-9540 
cl1cfprd@aol.com 
http://hom< p.1ge,ni:~,·0111L.< om/-< hefji1,I/ 
Tten,"11ret 
MARK "RAT" GUINN 
P.O. Tiox 8(,08 TS 
Ruswn, LA 71272-0034 
!I: (318) :CS5-(,823 
W: (318) 257-2930 
f'ax: ('\181 7,57-4571 
mdguinn@1inknet.net 
fight Master Reprcsetu.ativc 
ERIK FREDRICKSEN 
1425 fmile Road 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48 J 08 
H: (Jl3) 944-0l 16 
W: (31:l) 74/-2296 
llatlllis@UMIC!ledu 
\light Director Representative 
GEOFFREYALM 
1 05 57 D,tyton i\venue :t\orth 
SeaLtle, WA 98133 
<.20(,) 361 5179 
Fax: (2.06) 440-1044 
gbald@ju11u.com 
Cet·tifled Teach ct· Rcp1-escata1ko 
k JENNY JONES 
Bard \Jler Studio 
430 Oliver Street 
Cin,inna1i, Oil 45214 
(513) 579-0991 
Pax: ('d3) 121-1612 
KJBRJ@email.msn.com 
Actor Combatant/ 
Friend Hepl'esentative 
ANGELA BONACASA 
10-37 51st Avenue, ./fl 
Long lslalld City, N¥ 11101 
(718) 392-3098 
mrnheadf·eroh,com 
REGIONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES 
AIABAMA/F[ORIDA, N01·thcrn 
JAMES N. BROWN 
1500 NW JG,!, Avmue, Apt. 208 
Gainesville, l•L 32605 
H: 1352) 379-01/78 
W: (352) 392-203Y 
fax: (352) 392-5114 
jbruwn@nersp.nerclc,pfl,t:du 
ARTZONA 
BRENT GIBBS 
73R E. :vfabel 
Tucson. AZ 85719-4035 
H: 16021 622-214~ 
W: (602/ 621-9402 
BrentG@U.Ariwnn,edu 
CALIFORNIA, Not•thern/ 
HAWAIT 
GREGORY HOFFMAN 
P.O, Bo,: 172~7 
Stanford, CA 94309 
(415) 70~-7150 
Cell: (20~) 601-77 29 
anti CALIFOl?NIA, M1rthern 
RICHARD LANE 
587 Lisbon S1 rcet 
San Francisco, CA .94112 
(41 ~) 95-r.36'.!2 
RJ.L.ane(/i)flnsh.net 
CALIFORNIA, Svuthem 
PAYSON H. BURT 
4335 Vrnl Nu)·s Blnl. #1 ()5 
Sherrnan Oaks, CA 91403 
H: (818, 997-.135G 
Cell: (8 I 8) 694-5 550 
PH Bu11@a0Lcom 
COLORADO 
Gf.OFPEKENT 
1633 Emersot1 Street, Apt. 116 
Denver) CO 80218 
(303) 7.66-3215 
ke111ge@'1nsn.com 
CONNECT/CUI' 
DALE ,\NTIIONY GIRARD 
55 Arundel Avenue 
West H.ntford, CT 06107 
(860) 521-3163 
DA{ ;imrc[ J9H,\1 \ley@'( 'om1111'-e1yr,,·om 
FIORID!l., Southern 
MlCHliLLE LADD 
10600 Jlloornfleld Dr, Apt. 1132 
Orlando, FL .)2825 
(407) 281-4799 
HRHmladd<i'aol.cum 
GFORGIA 
SCOT MANN 
65~ Highland Ave, NE, ,uitc 7C 
Atlanta, GA 30312 
H: 1/404) ~23-6623 
W: ,404i 437-6560 
Par,er: (888) 206-1470 
mo11tano@ix,netc01J1.com 
Romeo (Kyle McLachlan) defends against Tybalt (Dan Mayes) In Oregon Shakes-
peare Fest~m/'s 1982 producrion. Fights bv Chris Vi/lo. photo by I-lank Kranzler 
HAWA1li See CALIFORNIA, North 
ILLINOIS 
CHUCKCOYL 
63~!1 N. Lab:wOlh.l 
Chicago, IL 60660 
(773) ~04-'JS25 
chuckcoyl@prodigy.com 
JaXN1UCJ(YJOJiIO 
k TENNY TONES 
Batd Alley Stt1dio 
410 Oliver Street 
Cincinnati, OH ,15214 
('\13) 579-0991 
fax: (513) 32.l-lul2 
K!BRI@em•il.msn.com 
LOUISJANA/OI(LAHOMA 
l\lARK "Rat" GUINN 
Louisiana Te_ch. U11ivcrshy 
Pll. BOXHUJ8 
Ruston, LA 71272.,003'1 
H: (31 S) 25 i-682.\ 
W: (318) 257. 2930 
Fix: ('l18) 257-4,71 
Mdguinn@link11et,11cc 
MAINE: See MASSACiiT!SbTTS 
MARYLAND 
LEW1SSHAW 
3JO \l(bt 23rd Sucet 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
(!110) 2J5-0)05 
LonnieSC@aol,com 
MASSACHUSETTS & 
NcwFnglantl 
ROBERT WALSH 
60 Tolman Sn:eet 
West Newmn, MA 02165-1020 
H: (617) 2-11-96<:G 
W: (G 1/) 494-3078 
Fox: (617) 214-2.187 
RWalsh@hinah,cc,brandeis,edn 
l\lfNl\'ES01A. 
MICHAEL J. ANDERSON 
Engardc! U nlimilsd 
2101 NEKenndyStrcet,Suite IOI 
l\linnc.,polb, M:-l 55,113-2039 
(612) 759-9711 
roadkil !(,Phil, 1 reai11.net 
NEBR·1Sf(;1 
PAUL STEGER 
I 263 S, 20th Strcc1 Ap:11tmcnt#3 
Lincoln, NE 68502 
1-1 (40") 471-63(;1 
W: (ii02) 472-20'12 
F"': (/i02) /i72.9oc;5 
psteger@un1.info.unl,edu 
NEVADA 
LJNDA MCCOLLUM 
4'i05 l\laryland l'arkw«}' 
Lsi, Vegas, NV 89154-5044 
(;02) b95-3662 
McCollum@ccmail.ncvada.edu 
NEWJERSEY 
RICK SORDELET 
46 Forest Strecr 
l'vfontcLiir, NJ 07042 
(20 I) 509 0569 
NEWMEXJCO 
TTM n. PINNOW 
Theatre Department 
New !vfexico .State Un!vcrsfrv 
Las Ciuces, NM 88001 
H: (505) 647-2667 
\V: (505) 6 iC-4517 
TPi11110w@NMSU.ecln 
NEW YOTiK CITY 
J. DAVID BRIMMER 
434 7th Street, Apartment 3 
Bmokkn, l'-:Y 11:\15 
H: (718) 788-5381 
'/fl: (9P) 928-30?8 
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,md NEW YORK ClfY 
MICHAEL G. CHIN 
531 Main '.>tree,, #807 
Roosevelt bland 
New fork, NY l0011 
(212) 750-9378 
NcswLoss~'aol,Lom 
l'lEW' YO/?l(, \Festem 
STEVE VAUGHAN 
.')4,00 Brou,lway 
Alexander, NY 14005 
(716) 591-\673 
NORTH CAROUNA 
JEFF AR. JONES 
1240r f.L11nilton Ccrnrt 
Cary, NC 27511 
11: (919) 388-89-\5 
J:lax: (':119) 460-1834 
J:1rjo11cs@a(il ,corn 
OHIO: See KENTUCKY 
OKLAHOMA: &e LOUISIANA 
PENNSYLVANJA 
TOHNBEUOMO 
·1217 Porter Stl.'eer 
Phil"di:lphi.i, PA 19118 
(215) 3%-1814 
Pager: (800l 5 SPRINT x351869-
Bellomoland@sprintmail.com 
SOU l'H CAROLINA 
TACK YOUNG 
\Vardwuse fheatre 
PO. !lox 4'i4 
Creeuville, ::iC l9602 
H: (864) 235-8845 
\YI: (B<A) 2)2-8101 
Fax: (864) 235-6729 
1'.PXAS 
BRYAN BYRNES 
School otTheatre 
University of Honston 
Houston, TX 77204-5071 
Tl: (713) 5~8-341.3 
W:(713) 743-2915 
Fax: (713) 749-1120 
llByrnes@UH.edu 
UTAH/Nf'VADA 
D.C. \'?RIGHT 
1072 Sarah Circle 
Orem, Ct. 84058 
,801) 225--700 
Dcspacc@aoLcom 
VIRGINIA 
SPENCER HUMM 
5765-F Burke Centre Parkway 
~uitc H)2, 
limke, YA22015 
r-ro3) 59-PIGHT 
;ilasl1ivl@aol,com 
WASIIINGTOS S'.DITE 
GEOFFREY ALM 
105 5? D.cyto11 iwenue North 
Seattle, WA 98133 
1,206;< J61• i 179 
Fox: (206) 440-1044 
gbaltlC)juno.co11i 
WASHINGTON DC 
MICHAEL JOHNSON 
14211 12th Street Sf 
Washinfiton, DC 20003 
H: (2021 543-2571 
fax: (2.02) 543-8;393 
Pager, (202) 543"839~ 
founJart@hotmail.com 
W7YOMIJ\'G 
LEIGH SELTING 
c; 10 )()uth 12di 
Laramie, WY 82070 
Tl: (307) ~,12-2699 
W: (~07) 766-3287 
Selting@m,,yo.cc1u 
AMllASSADOR 1'0 THE U,J(. 
RICHARD RYAN 
10 Cranl>ook !'ark 
Wood Green, I ondon 
N22 5NA England 
081-881-1536 
RR.yan!SCW<i.s'aol.com 
COLLEGE OF 
FIGHT MASTERS 
J.R. BEi\RDSLEY 
11425 Peachstonc Lane 
Orbndo, FL :',2821 
Cell: (702) 683-7680 
Fax: 140T, 23k-104" 
toLtcheinternational@con1pL1se1 vc. com 
DAVID BOUSHEY 
272:l Saratoga Lane 
Everett, WA 98203 
(20CJ 29U 99~.J 
JlUSI IMAN@prodlgy,net 
DREW FRACHER 
3275 Tu,Ley l'oot Rc>ad 
Edgewood, KY 41017 
(60GJ 42G 01 G 1 
ver11lOth@worlclnet,a,tt .. net 
ERIK FREDRICKSEN 
1425 TexLile l!.uad 
A1111 Arbor, Ml 48108 
H: ,Jl3) 944-0116 
W: (313) 747-2296 
Hannis@UM!CH.cJu 
DALEANTllONY GHWU) 
55 Arundel Avenue 
Wm Hallford, CT 061U7 
(860) 521-3163 
DACirntd,j9h.iwley"'-' 
compuserve,com 
DAVlDLEONG 
106 Nonh StrawbmySllcet 
Richmond, VA 23220 
H: (804) 2542071 
W: (804) 828-1514 
Service: (212) J82-J535 
dsleong@saturn.vcu,edtt 
J.D. MARTINEZ 
icThc Ce<lart 
8501ltrnpike Road 
Lexington, YA 241'.>0 
11: (540) 463-3756 
W: ,540) iJ63-S005 
martinczjd@wlu.edu 
RICHARD RAETHER 
183·1 Camp J\,cnuc 
Rockford, IL 61103 
(815) 962-6579 
MERaether@aol.com 
J. ALLEN SUDDETH 
131 Linden An:nue 
Glenridge, NJ 07028 
(97.'>) 74S-56\l;-
Pax: (973) 748-5697 
CHRISTOPIIER VILLA 
133-2 Dl,1mond tfoad rJrive 
Justin, CA 92780 
H: 1·•14) 730,-241 
W: (714) 856-6614 
DAVID WOOLLEY 
202c W. Shak'spe;110 #2 
Chicago, IL 60617 
H: (''73) 189 ,~48'1 
W: (312) 3/i4-6123 
smr11@inreracccss.com; 
dwoolley@popmail.colum.edu 
ww\v,thcs,vord~me11.com 
T 
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L 
An experimental MacBeth ,iliih multiple M1c1Jeths (lien Morphus, Jolly) 1/qiUing 
MacDuff (lyn Smith, Cl'nter) at LoC!lslana Tech. Fight~ and photo hy Mark Guinn. 
FIGHT DIRECTORS 
GEOFFREY ALM 
105 57 Dayton Avenue North 
Seattle, WA 98133 
\206) 361-5179 
Fax: (206) 440-1044 
gbald@juno.com 
PAYSON H. BURT 
/4335 Van Nu)" lllvd, #195 
.':,herman Oaks, CA 9140:l 
H: (818) q97.3156 
Cell: (818) 694-5550 
P H Burt@aol.mm 
BRIAN BYRNES 
Schou! of J'heauc 
University of Houston 
llomwn, l'X 7/20•1-'5071 
H: (713) 528-3413 
W:(71.3) '/•i3-2.915 
Fax: (713) 749-1420 
DBy111es0!UH,cclu 
DAN CARTER 
603 Ease Irvin Ave.nue 
:Otatc C.:ollese, l'/1 l680l-1,G06 
H: (811) 867 1803 
\V: (814) 865-7·,86 
dhc4@cmail.PSU.edu 
JA.;vl)lS "Jan,ic" D. CHEATHAM 
1200 St. A11drcws Road, 711 
Columbia, SC 29210 
(B031 772 536R 
MICHAEL CHIN 
531 M,in Street, # 807 
Roosevelt T<.land 
New York, NY 10044 
(2)2) 750-9378 
Nscwboss@aol.com 
CHARU!.S CONWELL 
168 Sycamore T_,ne 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
H: (610) 'l33-8238 
W: (215) 8/5-2.430 
CHUCKCOYL 
6321 N. I akewood 
Chicago, IL 60660 
(773) 764382'i 
chuckcoyli!Pprodigy.wm 
PAUL DENNHARDT 
15 n Wa11nono Way 
Madison, WI 5J7L:l 
(608) 26cl-9540 
chefp1d@aul.com 
hnp:/lhomerngc.mm-:omb,com/,...chefprd/ 
DEXTER FIDLER 
635 Judah Street 
San P,·ancisco, CA 94122 
(4151 56'i-G040 
Fi<lhm1er@laol.com 
JAMES FINNEY 
·807-G Jud.on Avenue 
tvamton, IL 60202 
(847J 492-0806 
jrfi11ney@ripco.co1n 
BRENT GIBBS 
738 E. Mabel 
1uscon, AZ 85719-4035 
J-1: (520) 622-2143 
W: (520) 621-9402 
Brent G@:U .Al'iLona, cdu 
GREGORY HOFFMAN 
~O. Box 17257 
Stanford, CA 94309 
(415) 70)-7150 
Cd!: (209) 601-7729 
MIC! IAEL JOHNSON 
1421\ 12,h S,reet SE 
Washington, DC 20003. 
H: (20i1 543-2571 
Fax: (202) 543-8393 
Pager: (202) ,;43.g:,93 
founda1·tl/Photmail.com 
JEfl1 A.R. JONES 
1240C Hamilton Court 
Cary, NC 2,511 
H: (91'.I) 388-8945 
Fax: (919) 460-IBJ,j 
j1r)o11es@aol.com 
kJENNY JONES 
Ba1d Allev Studio 
c30-0live1· Street 
Cincinn.11L, OJ I 4)214 
(513) 579-0991 
Fax: (5J,) 321 1612 
KJBRI@email.msn.com 
COLLl:iliN KELLY 
Alobamn Shakespeare l'rstival 
I Festival Drive 
Montgomery, AL 36117 
H: \J34; 395-699 l 
w, (334) 271-5311 
collccnkdly@minchpring.com 
RICHARD LANE 
587 Lisbon Street 
Sari Francisco, CA 941 l 2 
(415) 957-3622 
RJT rnec'"llaslu,et 
ROBERT l\fACDOUGALL 
P.O. Box 23078 
Sect11le, \VA 9810~ 
(206) 522-2201 
C!,nrdmacd@aol.com 
SCOT MANN 
655 HighlanJ Ave. NE, Suite /C 
Atlanta, GA 30312 
H: l104) 523-6023 
W: (404) 437-6560 
Pascr: (888) 21J6-H70 
montano@ix.netcom.com 
JOHN MCFARLAND 
11 iG South Ridgeland Avenue 
Oak Park, TL 60304 
(708) 660-06'16 
jmach11d@aol.com 
DK. RUBIN Mclii\RQUHAR 
&10 1'.orth Colar, ii 1 
Urbana, IL 61801 
H: (217) 337-0099 
W: (21;) 333-1659 
rmcfarqu@ctiuc.edu 
MARK OLSEN 
60_) frvin Av-:nue 
Srate College, PA 16801 
H: (81~) 86J -551 < 
W: (8 I 4) 863-4703 
mco2@11su.edu 
TIMOTHY PINNOW 
The-at,~ Arts Department MSC 3072 
;,a, Cruces, NM 88003-8001 
H: (505 647-266; 
0: (505{ 646-45 J7 
W; (800) 525-AS'l C 
Fax: (505) 646-5767 
Tl'i11nov;@NMSl l,cdu 
RONPIRETTI 
15 Leroy Street, #12 
New York, :'-!Y 10014 
(212) 675 4688 
R.lCKl RAVllTS 
2150 Droadway, '1924 
New 'i:ork, NY 10024 
(212) 874-7108 
SA.FD Hotline (800) 659-6579 
RICHARD RYAN 
In Crnnbool, Park 
Wood Green, London 
N22 5NA Fngland 
081-Bl>l-1536 
RRyanISCW@aol,com 
NICHOLAS SANDYS 
2114 \Vest Morse Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60645 
(313) 274-0581 
ROBERT ''Tink" TUFTEE 
353 Second Street, #3L 
Brookl1n, NY 11215 
(718) 788-4957 
Service: (212) 869-3050 
rtuftcc@ix.netcom,com 
STEVEN VAUGITAN 
3 iOO Broadway 
l\lexander, NY 14005 
(7)6) 591-%73 
JACK YOUNG 
Warchou sc Theatre 
PO. B<>x 454 
Greenville, SC 2960?, 
H (861) 2?,5-88•!5 
W: (864) 232-8101 
Ftx: (864) 235-6~29 
Alan-a-Dale (Brian rncs) throws o 
guard (Bill Ferre!D in a chess match at 
the New York Renal<1ance Faire, Fights 
by flick :iordeiet; plioto by j/m Manley. 
CER'.11FIED TEACHERS 
AARON ANDJiRSON 
910 Bc.111 D,ive#1n5 
Des Plains, IL GOO 1 G 
(847) 439-1391 
::iarona@nwu,edu 
MICHAEL J. ANDERSON 
Fngar<id U11li"mi1cd 
:U01 NE KennedySrreet,, Suite 101 
Minnc:1polis, MN 55413-2619 
H: (612) 759-9711 
\':'1: (61?.) 759-971 l 
hx: (612) 759-9711 
Cell: (612) 131-5746 
roadkill@bitsrream.ne, 
w,vw.swordfir,ht.r:om 
RALPH ANDERSON 
238 W 238th Street, /12) 
Riverdale, NY l 0463 
(~ 18) 543--1783 
Fax: (718) 543-4783 
Rrlph .. 0\.nde1wn<i!"lrbo.cum (W) 
rhanderson@mindspring.com (H) 
RANDY BAILY 
350 Pike S1reer 
Covington, KY 41011 
(ri06) i'.Jl-•1751 
JOHN BELLOMO 
1217 Porter Srreet 
Phibdclpliia, P,\ 19118 
(215) 334-1814 
Pager: (800) 5 SPRINT x35486°7 
Bellomoland@sprinrmnil.com 
ERICA llILDER 
One Fifth Avenne, #71-1 
New York, NY JOOlJJ 
(212) 504-54/0 
Fax: \212) l54-'J955 
ericabilder@compuservc.ooni 
J. DAVID BRIMMER 
434 7 1h Street, //3 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
Tl: (718) ~88-5381 
W: (917) 928-'1028 
JAl'vlES IlROWN 
1500 NW 16th Aven11e, Apt. 208 
Cainesvilk, FL 326U5 
H: (352) 379-0778 
W: (352) J92-Z<l39 
Fax: (352) 392-5114 
jlJrown@ncrsp. ncrdc.11fl,ed1L 
TIMCARRYER 
1339 N. Sheridan Avenue 
Pittslrnrgh, PA 15206 
(412) 441-8798 
JOHN CASHMAN 
125 fames Avenue 
Orlando, FL 3280 I 
(407} 423-5193 
BRUCE CROMER 
! 01 King SLree1 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387 
(937) 767-8510 
bcromer@wright.edu 
DAVID "Po_ps" DOERSCH 
109 Tendrill Court 
Williamsburg, YA 2Jl88 
(757) 220-503:l 
ddousch0'hrfn.11et 
MIC! IA EL DONAHUE 
10130 Bermuda Lane 
lVfan;i.ssas, VA 22110 
(202) 686-6369 
TITO ENRIQUEZ 
91-2R 89th Sttwt 
Woodhaven, NY 11421 
(7l8) 441-174:l 
Service: (800) 881-2094 
tnacrn@aol.com 
SUSAN EVISTAN-DUNN 
l 102 Cal"ihou \Vay1 .-\pt, J 
Louisville, KY 40222 
(502) :J39-l 699 
eviclun11@prodigy.com 
STEPHEN GRAY 
120( West Welcste1· Avenne 
Chicago, IL 60614 
(773) 404-7972 
MARK "Rat" GUINN 
EO. !lox tl608 TS 
Ruston, LA 71272--0034 
11: (.l 18) 255-(,S23 
W: (318) 257 2930 
l'ax: Cll8) 257- i571 
mdguinn@linkner.net 
LARRY HENDERSON 
259 Elysinn Fields Drive 
Oakland, CA 9460 5 
(510) 632-0938 
J.llademan@aol.com 
MICHAEL J. HOOD 
Dean, College of Pine 1\rts 
lndi,ina University of Penn~y]va11ia 
110 Sprowls 
Indi:rna, PA 1,705 
H: (724) 463-9192 
W: (724) 357-9192 
afmjh@ucad2.alaska.edu 
DR. MICHAEL KIRKLAND 
2030 Woodlawn Srreet, #8 
Alleutowtr, PA 1810·1 
H: (610) 439-5023 
W: (Crl0) <,83--1571 
mhill3326@aul.co1u (I I) 
kirkland<Z"lrntztown.cdu (\'V) 
MICHELLE LADD 
10600 Bloornflelcl Dr, Apt. 1232 
Orl:mdo, [IL 52825 
(107) 281-1799 
HRI-lmbdd<ii':tol.com 
BRUCE LECURF. 
9830 SW 222 Terrace 
MLimi1 .FL 3J 190 
H: (305) 231-7897 
w, r,os, 284 147/i 
Pax: (305) 284-5702 
BLccure@:aol,lom 
BIIL LENCPEIDER 
8724 C:haring Cross Lane 
Dalhs, TX 75238 
(214) 340-6306 
lengfeld@tmail.,rnu,rrlu 
TODDLOWETH 
1 IOJO Aqua Vista Street, Apt # llJ 
Studio City, CA 91602-3190 
(8lo; 76.0-4712 
DOUGLAS MUMAW 
Route I !lox 363 K 
Broadway, YA 22815 
(703) 896-1059 
TINA ROBINSON 
Figlic foe lt ImcrnaLional 
llolmbla<lsgade 58, 2tv 
2300 Copenhagen S. 
Denmark 
01- 15-32 84-%-78/4 
fight_for_it@Hocmail.com 
JOHN PAUL SCHEIDLER 
1100 Gtntlon ,\venllc 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 
(80,1) 295-9170 
jps5k@virgi,,ia,edu 
LEWIS SHAW 
VuLan's h1rge 
330· West 23rd Screet 
Baltimot,', MD 21211 
(/410) 235-0905 
LonnieS( :@aol.corn 
EDWARD "Ted'' SHARON 
126 Edgemere Road #9 
Wt:st Ro"hurv, MA 0211,,~ 
(617) 323· 1506 
EBS@b1L1·du 
HARRTS SMITH 
1115 Tony Circle 
Elknsbwg, W\ 9gn6 
(509) 968-9026 
smiLhh@1·wu,r·du 
Rff:K SORDEI FT 
46 forest Srreec 
Montclair, NJ 07012 
(201) 509-0569 
Sordaplay@aol.com 
PAUL STEGER 
126j S . .40th ScreetApamnenr #3 
Lincoln, NE 68502 
. H: (402) 474-636 l 
w, (402) 472-1072 
Fax: (402) 472-9055 
psteger@unl.info.unl.edu 
TIMOTHY 'l'AIT 
24~ I F iv!eadowridgc Lane 
Montgomery,AL 36117 
(33,1) 213-230·1 
poohscorner@Juno.com 
BRAD WALLER 
5616 Kiikhatn Couct 
Springfield, VA 22151 
H: l703) 323-7233 
W: (703) 861-3307 
GlobeF(;@aol.con1 
ROBERr\1Z'\LS!f 
60 Tolman Street 
WN Newton, MA 02165 1020 
II: (617) 211-9656 
W: (617) 49ti-3078 
Pax: (617) 244-2487 
R~'alsh((,:!]1innh.cc,br,1ndci~.edu 
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Society of American Fight Directors 
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the quality 
of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film, and television industries. The 
Si\FD offers educational opportunities ac:ross the country at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage 
Com hat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information. In addition, the SAGD tests individuals in three categories: 
Actor/Combatam • Teacher • Fight Director 
However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in the art of fight chore-
ography and stage fighting can join. SA1'D members rec:eive a 10% diocount on SAH) workshops; The Fight i'vlaster, a 
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updatt:s on SAFD 
activities, policies, and members. 
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to 
Paul Dennhardt, SAFD Secreta1y 
1513 Waunona Way 
Madison, WI 53713 
Dues are $35.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40.00) 
Your enclosed check of$35.00 will cover dues for the current year. 
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors 
r---------------------------------------------, 
Membership Application 
Society of American Fight Directors 
Please Print 
Name ________________ _ If you have passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, pkase fill out 
Address. _______________ _ Date tested ______________ _ 
Instructor _______________ _ 
Weapons _______________ _ 
Phone ________________ _ Adjudicator ______________ _ 
L _____________________________________________ J 
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